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1.

Executive Summary

Intrapreneurship is about creating enterprises and change from within the organisation.
Strategy is about devising and enacting substantive company plans, and understanding
and exploiting emerging phenomena.
Up until now, little work had been published with regards to strategic intrapreneurship.
That is, the application of strategic thinking to intrapreneurial activity.
This dissertation attempts to bridge some of the gaps by identifying several synergies
between the two literature sets, and by proposing a context-free process model of
intrapreneurship and strategic planning process using the most appropriate theories,
observations and frameworks. The principal aim is to show intrapreneurship works best as
a process of “Managed Disruption”.
Intrapreneurship can help reinvigorate the organisation and its fortunes in many ways such
as the creation of new revenue streams or the increase of strategic agility through
structural change. The problem is that there are many obstacles to overcome and changes
to introduce. Only by using a holistic, strategic approach, can these challenges be properly
addressed.
The key findings are that;


Intrapreneurship improves the prospects of the organisation,



the Intrapreneurship process has four distinct activity classes with strategic implications, and



Strategic discipline adds meaning and value to the design of Intrapreneurship Programmes.

This dissertation is comprehensive enough for a firm to use the strategic and process
blueprint and start its own intrapreneurship programme. It is also sufficiently detailed to
enable follow-on empirical research.
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2.

Introduction

This dissertation describes an independent research project based upon the concepts of
intrapreneurship and strategy. The problem investigated is the current lack of strategic
intrapreneurship thought, and how its absence may reduce the effectiveness of
intrapreneurship programmes.
This problem is valid because the intrapreneurship literature, whilst substantive, tends to
focus on empirical studies, causal relationships or tactical implementation.
The strategic literature has a broad range of concepts and tools that allow the strategic
underpinning to be done. It must be stated here that this dissertation is not an attempt to
reinvent the strategic or intrapreneurship wheels, but a detailed process of identifying
synergies within the two academic literature sets to solve a strategic problem.
The research is interesting to the author because it combines his interest and experience in
entrepreneurship and corporate renewal.
The research does not involve a company because a high degree of literature research was
required, and that the aim was to keep the findings context free. Furthermore, an
empirical study would have required extended periods of data gathering. The dissertation
is designed to enable further research.
In the final sections, it will be shown that selected strategic frameworks can be applied to
intrapreneurship with the intention of enhancing their probability of success.
The dissertation follows a logical sequence that is detailed in the methodology section. In
brief, the intrapreneurship literature review will enable detailed intrapreneurship process
models to be created. The strategic literature review, in light of the intrapreneurship
findings will identify relevant candidate frameworks grouped logically according to the
spectrum of activities that intrapreneurship covers. Finally, the most appropriate
frameworks will be applied to intrapreneurship in the form of schemas and narratives that
will enable the design of a strategic intrapreneurship programme.
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3.

Methodology

Introduction to the 4-phase methodology
The dissertation was based on a formal qualitative-analytical process of extensive literature
reviews, hypothesis, synthesis and modelling. The objective was to create findings that
were completely context free. The outputs included a set of observations, hypotheses,
models and generic strategies that could be applied to a wide range of business situations
in the future. The research was designed such that each output could be used in the future
within a practical setting to enable qualitative and quantitative empirical research.
The methodology used for the project was designed to follow a series of four logical and
individually defensible steps. Thus the output of each would provide a strong conclusion
and basis to proceed to the next level. This is shown in figure 1.

Deductive phase

Inductive phase

1 I-ship
literature

3 Process

review

modelling

Intrapreneurship
synthesis and
hypothesis

2 Strategic
literature
review

Strategic
framework
hypotheses
Gaps

Intrapreneurial
process models
(context free)

4 Strategic

Intrapreneurship
strategic models

modelling
Conclusions,
Gaps

Figure 1: Dissertation methodology

Although the process was predominantly sequential, there were in fact, several iterations
required to produce the end output models, conclusions, and known gaps. The exact
methodology used was not based on previous work or guidelines, but an amalgam of
research techniques, methods of reasoning and some elements of discovery.

Phase 1: Intrapreneurship Literature Review
The first phase is the intrapreneurship literature review. This sets out to prove that
intrapreneurship is a valid, non-trivial and important field of management science, whose
literature supports clear cause-and-effect hypotheses showing that, cēterīs paribus,
intrapreneurship adds value to the firm.
This step had the dual purposes of defining the problem and defining the correct answer to
that problem. To do this, knowledge synergies needed to be created and deductive
reasoning applied. The methodology was therefore heavily dependent on iterative
hypothesis construction.
© Dan Hathway 2009.
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The literature was selected using a planned and emergent search strategy. The planned
search strategy was based on a combination of Warwick Library search results and those of
Google Scholar®. The planned selection criteria used were; direct relevance to
“intrapreneurship” or “corporate entrepreneurship” and their many synonymic variants, the
number of citations, and that the publications should be peer-reviewed journals or oft-cited
books.
This search created a candidate list of around 40 publications. These were reviewed to
create an initial sphere of understanding and to provoke further, emergent search
enquiries. Thus a simple process loop of discovery, questioning and investigation was
iterated for a few cycles until a natural saturation point was reached. There is no doubt
that some important publications were omitted but the Pareto principle was applied. The
final list of intrapreneurship publications reviewed numbered 68.
Once the literature set was reviewed, a process of classification was applied. This was to
enable the literature set to guide both the reader and author/modeller through the distinct
contexts, reasons and purposes of intrapreneurship. A variant of the SOGI model of
classification (WBS 2005:4) was applied. This classification process also simplified and
enriched the subsequent processes of synthesis and strategic synergy finding.
The final part of the literature review was to create observations based upon the aggregate
findings of the review and where the gaps (the problem space) existed. These would form
some of the guiding principles of the strategic literature review. These observations were
based on the deductive logic derived from the literature such that intrapreneurship could
be described in unequivocal terms.

Phase 2: Strategy Literature and Framework Analysis
The second phase was the strategic literature review, whose result was designed to be a
set of strategic models and theories that could applied to the problem space defined in
phase 1.
Although phase 2 also used deductive reasoning, the methods of selection, classification
and use of the literature varied from those of phase 1.
The author had prior knowledge of what strategy was and meant (in general terms), and
also what intrapreneurship was, and its meaning. The process for searching for candidate
papers was therefore guided by much tighter parameters with less discovery elements
than that of phase 1.
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There were no shortage of strategic tools, models, papers and studies. The challenges of
selection were to make relevant choices from many schools of strategic thought, dissect
candidate models and create a coherent selection suite that fit the purpose of applying
strategy to intrapreneurship. Therefore, the 32 works were reviewed with the objective of
integrating valid and sufficiently complex solution frameworks.
Phase 2 was not conducted discretely, as further investigations were triggered by gaps
identified in phase 4 strategic modelling. The logic of this was that in the first instance,
hypotheses of the required knowledge were created not knowing the modelling outcome.
These hypotheses could only be developed by the modelling process and therefore the
inevitable knowledge gaps created an iterative refinement step between phases 2 and 4.
This phase required a highly qualitative approach, as the subject matter dealt with too
many discrete variables and scenarios that a more quantitative approach would have
managed.

Phase 3: Create transformation process models
The third phase identified intrapreneurship as a set of transformation processes based on
the findings in phase 1. The literature review revealed that, amongst other things,
intrapreneurship is a group of transformation processes.
Transformation, in that instance, was a form of change within a closed system that turns
input(s) into output(s). The objective was to separate this phase of description with that of
the prescription needed in phase four by removing context as much as possible, then
adding a strategic context in phase 4.
The process models were built using inductive logical “part-to-whole” arguments and
general predictions. Then a systematic synthesis process began; each paper was dissected
and an individual set of process models for each was created, with a process list, inputs
and outputs. The generic process set attempted to create common processes by identifying
redundancies and building on similarities. Once a core process set was identified and
refined, the transformation models were reviewed in terms of their overall purpose and
grouped accordingly. These transformations were grouped under macro-transformation
groupings. These were; “individual”, “performing”, “supporting”, “organising”, “trigger” and
“set-up”. There were some overlaps identified, but the purpose of classification was
designed to help integrate strategic concepts during the next phase.
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Phase 4: Build strategy models
The fourth phase built a series of strategic models based on the output of phases 2 and 3.
These models had provided clear strategic solutions to specific questions. The four step
process was designed to be seen as an attempt to synergise two bodies of scholarly works
through a process of deductive and inductive reasoning with the aim of solving a strategic
problem.
Strategy models were built using existing (and duly credited) concepts and frameworks set
in a chronological narrative. The key design criterion was to create models of sufficient
complexity to explain well, but of sufficient simplicity to be workable. This building process
was not intended to be about the search of a key variable and its effect on a raft of
dependent variables, but about a series of interactive processes that had several layers of
complexity.
It was already known that intrapreneurship was “good”, but the question to be answered
was how it could be properly designed at a strategic level (the problem space). The models
were designed to show the strategic steps required to prepare the organisation for
intrapreneurship.

Other Approaches Considered
There are other approaches that could have been used.
The first would have been to design a study of a number of firms. This would have
involved talking to strategy makers and trying to derive a consensus. The problem with
this approach is that it may have been difficult to frame the questions, and get sufficient
studies done as the surveys would have been very descriptive and qualitative (and hence
time consuming). There was the added problem of identifying intrapreneurial firms. A
variation of this method would have been to test the models ex post. This is valid and
should be done in the future.
The second would have been to identify a firm that believed it had introduced
intrapreneurship at a strategic level and document the processes followed in detail. This
would no doubt have revealed stronger models than the method proposed, but there would
be a danger of sector/size/location bias in the survey.
The issue for the author was that there were few intrapreneurial companies in Western
Argentina, and most businesses were either small family owned affairs or limited
franchises or branches of bigger business where the decision makers were not present.
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Regardless of the limitation it was considered that a literature based work with generic
problem sets would be the best approach. It will be shown that intrapreneurship can be
modelled generically, providing the strategist with tools to consider content and context.

Summary
This project was ambitious because it attempted to create holistic strategy and
intrapreneurship synergies, and created a series of models that combined thoroughness
with simplicity. The four step process was designed to reduce the likelihood of errors but
there did remain the risk of error amplification or over-simplification.
The methodology shows the dual use of deductive and inductive reasoning in phases,
though this may have been an over-simplification, since elements of both were required in
all phases.
The key advantage of the approach was that each step was designed to be independently
auditable so that the risks were mitigated. Issues were recorded in the dissertation so that
future studies could refine the concepts and techniques as needed.
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4.

Phase 1: Intrapreneurship Literature Review

Introduction
The intrapreneurship literature set reviewed covers a wide range of disciplines including
organisational theory, economics and behavioural science. The subject area is relatively
new to management science, having been studied by academics in detail since the mid
80s.
The first part of the review highlights the definition arguments and some related terms,
and then provides a working definition. The second part provides a history and context to
the subject. This is important because intrapreneurship is the result of strategic,
environmental and organisational phenomena from the past. Only by acknowledging these,
may the purpose of intrapreneurship be fully understood.
The third section looks at the importance of intrapreneurship by looking at specific cases
and field studies. Section four describes some of the enablers and obstacles to
intrapreneurship by reviewing some important studies.
It is important to view intrapreneurship as a process that involves many actions, states
and actors. Therefore, the fifth part reviews the processes of intrapreneurship in detail by
reviewing a number of important theoretical studies and models.
The sixth, seventh and eighth sections look at intrapreneurship from the individual, group
and organisation perspectives respectively. This is necessary because the intrapreneurship
process has distinct characteristics and processes within each.
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Definitions
This section describes “intrapreneur” and its derivatives and synonyms. Then the related,
but different concepts of “exopreneur” and “frantrepreneur” are defined.
Intrapreneurship and its purpose
Intrapreneur is a portmanteau word derived from “intra-corporate entrepreneur” (Pinchot
and Pinchot 1978). Thus an intrapreneur is an entrepreneur who works within a
corporation.
The Chambers English Dictionary states that the entrepreneur is;
“a person who undertakes an enterprise esp. a commercial one, often at personal financial risk;
the managing proprietor of a firm who supplies the capital, bears the risks of production and is
the controller of day-to-day management and marketing...”.

However, the intrapreneur rarely supplies the capital and his risks are nearly always
mitigated by being employee to the risk-taking firm (Luchsinger and Bagby 1987). The
literature is reasonably clear about what an entrepreneur is, though there is much debate
about the role, the individual, and the processes that define it.
Related to the word intrapreneur are the derived words “intrapreneurial”, “intraprise” and
“intrapreneurship”. These form the adjective, the resultant endeavour, and the discipline or
practice, respectively. Pinchot and Pellman (1999) describe intrapreneuring as set of
simple but proven principles, which are based on Pinchot‟s consultancy work in large firms.
Intrapreneurship may also be known as “Corporate Entrepreneurship”, and “Internal
Corporate Venturing” (Burgelman 1983), and subtle variations thereof. However, some
academics see these concepts in slightly different terms.
For instance, David (1994) identifies three different forms of internal corporate venturing
(ICV) strategies, of which intrapreneuring is but one. ICV is defined as semi-autonomous
R&D groups that exploit new product markets, and are run by venture managers who use
firm-only resources. The three different forms arise from their product concept origins
which are R&D, intrapreneurs and venture managers respectively.
Lengnick-Hall (1992) sees that corporate entrepreneurship has 4 different approaches.
These are measured on “configuration”, “market issues”, “timing”, and “capability
exploitation”. Whereas R&D (the first) is best for exploiting configuration and getting high
value features, intrapreneurship (the second) is seen as best for the exploitation of
capabilities. Joint ventures (the forth) are most appropriate for timing advantages and
acquisition is most appropriate for high value features.
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Lengnick-Hall continues; Internal venturing (the third) is similar to intrapreneurship, and
the intrapreneur has distinctive means, roles and objectives. For instance, the intrapreneur
is dedicated to a specific project outcome and may cover a wide range of functional
activities. Her methods may be idiosyncratic and will need to stretch the organisations
configurations.
Pinchot and Pellman (1999) see self-selecting, empowered and self improving profitcentred teams led by intrapreneurs as the beginning of the intelligent and successful
organization. The key principles are tolerance of errors, early prototyping, internal and
external networking, and savvy use of sponsors and resource requests.
Hornsby, Kuratko and Zahra (2002), in their study of middle management and corporate
entrepreneurship, see that corporate entrepreneurship has wide set of purposes. These are
profit, strategic renewal, fostering innovativeness and knowledge acquisition.
Luchsinger and Bagby (1987) compare and contrast intrapreneurs and entrepreneurs.
Whereas both increase productivity, value add and use innovative processes often within
teams, the intrapreneur works in an established organisation, has a low financial risk and
has little discretionary power. The intrapreneur also has to maintain reporting lines, but
has systems and resources that tolerate failure. It is argued that organisations are best
managed by intrapreneurs who follow entrepreneurial principles.
Nielsen et al. (1985) see intrapreneurship as having several purposes. It can help integrate
non-mission activities within a flexible an innovative framework. It can improve response
times and avoid the politics of compromise. They believe that intrapreneurship is more apt
for large corporations, and should apply more to non-core activities that have a nonoutsourceable element. They also note that intrapreneurship is best applied to dynamic
environments, and that flexibility should be balanced against resource and effort
duplication. Furthermore, it is noted that the organisation may have legal constraints that
may prevent certain intrapreneurial activities such as outsourcing.
Kolchin and Hyclak (1987) believe that the intrapreneur has been too narrowly defined in
terms of product innovation, and that the definition should extend to one who takes risks
in any area of the business. Kolchin reminds us of Burch‟s (1986) 6 innovation types
namely “product/service”, “system/resource”, “productivity”, “market”, “supply”, and “new
organisation”. A short case study highlights the point that it is possible to transform the
traditional line manager into an intrapreneur.
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David (1994) sees the intrapreneur in one of two categories. The first is the internal
entrepreneur who innovates with respect to internal process or administrative processes.
The second is those who are product market focused, which is the focus of his study. The
intrapreneur is seen as someone who innovates on their own within the organisation until
such a point that wider support and resources are needed.
Kenny and Mujtaba (2007) begin by restating the (Thornberry 2001) four types of
corporate entrepreneurship. These are “corporate venturing”, “organisational
transformation”, “intrapreneuring” and “industry rule bending”. They note the common
thread of innovation in each type. Noted is the Erkkilas (2000) observation that 93% of
scholars believe entrepreneurial aptitude can be developed through training and education.
Also noted is the Antoncic and Hisrich (2004) observation that entrepreneurial activities
shouldn‟t be forced but nurtured in the organisation. The authors then create a list of the
ten most important considerations for HR and management in the development of a
corporate entrepreneurship training program. These cover aspects such as independent
cultural analysis (Dess & Lumpkin 2005), rewards, goal alignment, motivation, structural
simplification, training (universal, flexible, hands-on, experimental and continuous), and
business case competence.
In an interview with an experienced intrapreneur, Kenny and Mujtaba uncover a number of
key points, including the importance of culture, more committed employers as a result of
intrapreneurship, the self-selection of potential applicants, corporate jealousy, and the
importance of proposing moderate but well formed ideas in an organisation new to
intrapreneurship. Their paper also presents a typology of corporate types, which are the
“Movers”, “Shakers”, “Housekeepers” and “Lifers”, all of which it is suggested, are needed
in the organisation to maintain diversity and competitiveness.
Pinchot and Pinchot (1997) introduce some terms into the intrapreneurship lexicon. The
first is “freeholder”, which is analogous to employee or associate but suggests the high
commitment relationship an individual has within the “free intraprise system” that is owned
by the members. “Intra-property” is the exclusive assets and rights of the profit centre,
and is free from control from the corporate centre. “Intra money” is the concept of stored,
independent wealth within the intraprise and it signifies independence and freedom.
Brunaker and Kurvinen (2005), as a result of their study of middle managers and shop
floor workers concludes that the intrapreneur is an initiating and driving change agent who
brings clarity to unclear events.
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Carrier (1997) makes an interesting distinction in the intrapreneurship literature between
the psychological/attribute school (Pinchot, Ross and Unwalla), and the role and function
school (Ronen, Knight and Ellis). Another distinction is made between a group who believe
that intrapreneurship is a “culture driven organisational mode”, and the other as being led
by strategy. Carrier believes these grouping are useful and not contradictory.
Antoncic and Hisrich (2003) provide a highly comprehensive literature review of the
definitions of intrapreneurship. The broad-brush definition is that it is “entrepeneuring in
existing organisations”. The pair synthesize the literature and defines eight dimensions of
intrapreneurship. The key dimensions are i) new ventures (autonomous or semiautonomous); ii) New Businesses (existing market or product); iii) product/service
innovation; iv) process innovation; v) self-renewal; vi) Risk taking (losses, opportunity
costs); vii) Proactiveness and viii) Competitive aggressiveness (aggressive posturing
towards competitors). Antoncic and Hisrich see each element as independent enough to be
relevant but interrelated with others enough to relate to the same construct. A final point
made is that intrapreneurship is related, but distinct to other areas of business study such
as diversification, organisational learning and capabilities. The eight dimensions, it is
argued provide the distinction.
Åmo and Kolvereid (2005) study what is seen as the two competing models of innovation
within organisations, namely corporate entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship. The
distinction it is argued is that former is a deliberate strategy that is initiated by top
management as a group process whereas the latter is about independent employeeinitiated ventures. In any case, Åmo and Kolvereid hypothesise that both forms relate
positively to innovation within the organisation. The point is made that both are necessary
for innovation to occur and that through combination, the best results will be achieved.
Other related forms
Chang (2001) discusses the comparative benefits of exopreneurship (Siti-Maimon 1993)
and intrapreneurship within a study of a Malaysian manufacturing firm. Exopreneurship is a
form of entrepreneurship, and is linked to intrapreneurship, but innovation is facilitated by
external entrepreneurs called exopreneurs. It has a number of forms related to the role
and scope of the external agent. It therefore spans franchising, subcontracting, strategic
alliances and venture capital seeking. Key to the process is risk management as an
entrepreneurial exercise, which is affected by the type and quality of strategic decisions
made.
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Citing others, Chang reveals that sometimes speed-to-market and risk factors precluded
intrapreneurship as the innovating strategy, so the external resource was seen as
essential. Chang finds that firms that engage in either form both benefit, but no difference
is found between the two. The point is made that either strategy will improve sales growth.
Franchising is not immediately associated with intrapreneuring but the term frantrepreneur
captures the activities and personality of a franchisee who reshapes and innovates within
the franchise for a new international market. Sundbo et al. (2001) suggest that this is a
different and growingly important type of entrepreneurship. Like the intrapreneur, the
frantrepreneur will not accept the norms of the operation but try and make incremental
improvements and innovations. In terms of role, whereas the intrapreneur is seen as a
change manager, the frantrepreneur is seen as a partner. In terms of strategy, the
intrapreneur is focused on adaptation whereas the frantrepreneur is focused on
standardising. The intrapreneur has a wide scope for innovations within the service concept
whereas the frantrepreneur has a limited one. It is observed that the frantrepreneur is
perceived as a stronger franchisee due to the knowledge input and challenges they give to
the benefit of the overall franchise.
Working term
Intrapreneurship has several definitions, but for the purpose of this dissertation, it shall be
considered as contrived or emergent corporate entrepreneurship internal to the
organisation.
Observation I1:

Intrapreneurship is any form of internal corporate entrepreneurship.
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History and Context
The intrapreneurship concept began in its simplest form in the late 70s as a result of a
number of paradigm shifts in markets, economics, firm thinking and popular culture. Over
the past three decades, as a result of these evolutions, intrapreneurship has been
augmented and refined.
One of the roots of intrapreneurship is entrepreneurship, and the study of this is well
documented. WBS (2008a) provides a good account of the origins by showing that it took
many years to reach anything approaching a consensus on the entrepreneur‟s role and
contribution, and his own characteristics and motivations. In a similar way, arguments
have formed and debates continued about intrapreneurship, though over a much shorter
time period.
Without doubt, the author who framed the initial arguments and coined the term
Intrapreneur (originally intra-corporate entrepreneur) is Gifford Pinchot in 1978 (Macrae
1982). Pinchot published the accessible book “Intrapreneuring” (Pinchot 1985), and it is
during this period that the subject really took off and spawned a wide range of debates and
publications.
Macrae (1982) discusses intrapreneurship in some detail at a time when Western
economies were struggling and the Japanese approach to business was heralded. He refers
to his earlier survey (Macrae 1976), the recommendations of which include that
organisations should set up market competition within themselves and that self regulating
profit centres should be left to devise the best solution. This, Macrae notes, predates the
term intrapreneur, but he happily credits Pinchot who in turn had credited him in his
original work. Macrae cautions against the perceived wisdom of business schools and
believes that industrialist/entrepreneur led action learning would instil more intrapreneurial
behaviour.
The Nielsen et al. (1985) paper on intrapreneurship is one of the earliest and the
foundations of the subject are reviewed in the literature overview. The first important point
is that although the term was first coined by Pinchot (Macrae 1982), the work of the
economists Chandler, Williamson and Baumol made initial contributions by “challenging
central principles of classical and neoclassical market economics..”.
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Furthermore, as their paper points out, academics concerned with the organisation such as
Fayol, Goulder, Greiner, Sloan and Lorsch and Allen raised important issues about
integration in the large organisation.
McGinnis and Verney (1987) believe that much of the change and innovation debate in the
60s was intrapreneurship in different terminology, and note that the subject received far
less attention in the 70s and was not adopted by management in general. It is noted that
the advent of serious foreign competition for US firms forced a rethink, and that maybe the
academics had not sufficiently synthesized the arguments.
Lengnick-Hall (1992) examines the links between innovation and competitive advantage.
He argues that sustainable competitive advantage requires innovation and unique, market
driven competencies. The link between innovation and competitive advantage is seen as
nimbleness and understanding the customer‟s needs. If innovation stretches the basic
“configuration elements” too far, he argues that over-engineering or synergy underutilisation may result. However, innovation, it is argued will always lead to configuration
problems through the process of “competitive reorientation”. Furthermore, innovation
streams will create rising cost pressures. The company therefore must balance stability
with change (Tushman and Nadler 1986) when striving for innovation.
Kumpe and Bolwijn (1994) argue that market requirements have additively changed since
the 1960s from “price”, through to “quality” in the 70s, “product line” in the 80s and
“uniqueness” in the 90s. The firm‟s performance criteria in return have been Efficiency,
Quality, Flexibility and Innovativeness respectively. Underpinning these changes, the
authors see that organisational learning is required to enable these competencies to be
developed. R&D teams are identified as the critical function, with close involvement from
other functions from the start. Within these teams, traditional hierarchies and lines of
report should be replaced by matrix-like structures, self-assessing teams and open
reporting lines to senior management. Kumpe and Bolwijn see the main challenge for R&D
management to innovate within climate of direct business pressure.
Halal (1994) examines the role of the internal market within the corporation. He notes that
many large organisations have begun to replace internal hierarchies and bureaucracies
with internal markets. The key advantages that an organisation enjoys can be creativity
and problem solving ability gains, and rapid visibility and response to opportunities. The
trade-off for the intraprise is performance (often financial) control against operational
freedom. The intraprise is not limited to business units and includes profit or cost entities
such as IS departments competing against internal and external suppliers. Even the CEO‟s
office can become an internal service provider run as a profit centre. The teleworking
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model is seen as a key enable of the internal market, cutting through the chain of
command structures.
Halal continues; that in terms of structure, the internal market model is described as a
metastructure, which is in constant evolution acting as an open system. The model, he
continues, is not without its limitations, and may not be suitable for highly complex and
integrated organisations or those that are unlikely to manage risk and creativity
effectively. The employee is seen now as an opportunity-driven individual rather than a
position-holding staffer. Having created internal networks and markets, it is argued that
relationship building with external parties is made easier. Several examples are given of
US corporations implementing this model.
One criticism is that Halal seems to imply that middle management may be redundant
which runs contrary to the majority thought.

Necessity and Importance
Fitzsimmons et al. (2005) study the potential positive effects of intrapreneurship in a
random sample of 350 Australian firms with 100 or more employees. Hypotheses are
developed which aim to show that intrapreneurship positively impact both growth and
profitability. Further hypotheses are developed that aim to show that environmental
goodwill positively impacts growth and profitability. It was found that profitability was
negatively related to self renewal but impacted positively to organisational support.
However growth was positively impacted with new venturing and environmental goodwill.
In other words, profit and growth are affected in different ways by intrapreneurship. The
profit part could be explained by high start-up costs and that intrapreneurial activities are
more likely to occur within declining companies (after Zahra 1993).
The key lessons are that intrapreneuring helps growth but firms must be more selective in
their chosen projects. Also firms must endeavour to create a sustainable innovative
support culture.
Hambrick and D‟Aveni (1988) address the related topic of corporate failure by studying 57
bankruptcies and 57 survivors to determine the drivers of corporate failure. In what is
termed a Downward Spiral, the authors, with due reference to several prior theorists,
identify four distinct phases that elaborate a path of failure from “Origins of disadvantage”
which may typically happen at least ten years prior to bankruptcy. The second phase is
“Early Impairment”, typically 10 to 6 years prior to bankruptcy. The third phase is
“Marginal Existence” from years 6 to 3, and finally “Death Struggle”.
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The paper gives detailed insight into the final two phases, showing how management
action, strategies and the environment interact, causing increasingly poor performance and
poor decision making.
Of interest to the intrapreneurship debate is that organisational weaknesses become
apparent early on. Inertia, perceptual errors caused by stress and bad luck are primary
causes of the management‟s failure to turn fortunes around. Hambrick and D‟Aveni
conclude that management has more time than they believe to make amends.
Pinchot and Pellman (1999:32) state that
“Intrapreneuring is much faster and comes up with better ideas because the collective technical
and market knowledge of the whole organisation greatly exceeds that of even the brightest
group of strategic planners.”

Coulson-Thomas (1999) argues that intrapreneurship can help the organisation switch
from negative activities of cost cutting, down-sizing and reengineering, to focus on
customer value creation leading to new revenues. He argues that corporate learning plans
are insufficient, though to achieve this. Over 60 UK training directors were interviewed in
depth. He first notes that some managers will feel threatened and insecure by retrenching
activities and that they may wish to diversify their interests through classic
entrepreneurship or intrapreneurship, where in either case, multiple income streams may
be derived. Coulson-Thomas argues that by encouraging intrapreneurs, talented
individuals would be re-motivated and unlikely to leave the organisation. What is needed,
it is argued, is a better understanding of what is required in terms of training and
development to support them.
Shays and de Chambeau (1984) discuss how entrepreneurial energy can be exploited in
the organisation. They begin by stressing the importance of identifying entrepreneurial
talent by giving an example of an organisation which lost talented individuals who then
became competitors. They remark that it would have been better to lose them to the
established competition, as their talents would not likely have been harnessed either.
The authors continue; small companies are 24 times more innovative then large ones in
terms of R&D spend per head, and that most new jobs in the period from 1965 had been
created in small firms. They identify innovators in the organisation either as frustrated
innovators, rule-stretchers, people destined to set up their own business, or intrapreneurs.
The intrapreneur, they argue, will upset the status quo but this is recognised as an
essential process for growth. They continue; intrapreneurs should volunteer for the role
and see that frugality should be encouraged by limiting budgets which also has the effect
of encouraging personal risk taking. The companies should be selective with the projects
by selecting only those with high growth and keen intrapreneurs. A set of rules should be
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developed, and ownership should be left with the intrapreneur. Training should be provided
by those who will lead the entrepreneurs. Shays and de Chambeau see that failure should
be accepted but truncated where greater failure is foreseen.
They conclude that traditional hierarchies should be made less relevant for the
intrapreneur, and he should be mentored rather than managed, and be measured by
achievement. The intrapreneur should stay close to the customer to get a sense of real
customer value drivers.
Singh (2006) looks at how intrapreneurs might help reverse decline or even reinvent the
corporation. He notes Fortune and Forbes published data showing the average life span of
the firm as being 35 years and diminishing. Singh postulates that this may even reduce to
20 years in the next 20 years. The observations of causes of decline are well documented,
but in brief include inability to deal with external changes, inertia caused by past success,
complacency, and inability to quickly make substantial changes. Singh cites the fortunes of
a select group of firms that have endured, including GE, Ford and Tata Steel, and believes
that their longevity is due to alertness, intrapreneurial culture, change management and
resourcefulness. He notes that lesser firms are too hierarchical, centralised, and
conservative, punish failure and do not share knowledge and learning.
Singh believes that the knee-jerk reaction to impending danger is to bring in external
consultants who are no doubt qualified, experienced and neutral. The danger is that
continual use, especially for routine problems impairs the intrapreneurial spirit, and by
implies that the internal skills are lacking. A second problem is that learning opportunities
diminish for the employees. Singh suggests that management should keep using
consultants, but not close channels to employees. Furthermore, long-standing consultants
begin to lose their independence, so fixed-term contracts with in-house replacement
mechanisms should be put in place. It is suggested that high priority problems should be
fed to internal teams, and this will enable their confidence to grow.
Åmo and Kolvereid (2005) surveyed 772 Norwegian business postgraduates with a final
non-biased sample of 634 from a wide variety of businesses, and of differing levels of
seniority. The corporate entrepreneurship proposition was tested using Kanter (1984), the
intrapreneurship proposition using Pinchot (1985) question set, and the final proposition
using both combined. The results show that all three propositions were supported, with the
strongest explanation of variance using the combined proposition indicating that both
management sponsored actions and selecting the right people is most important to achieve
innovation.
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Nasution and Mavondo (2008) attempt to identify the key cultural variables that lead to
superior customer values from both the organisations and the customer‟s perspective. The
study sampled both managers and guests of a number of hotels. Customer Value is a hard
concept to define, but it can be concluded that it is a positive outcome of tangible and
intangible benefits. The paper takes intrapreneurship as a cultural capability that includes
the learning organisation and integrated market orientation (from Slater and Narver 1995).
Amongst other findings related to other variables driving customer value, intrapreneurship
was found to be positively related. Specifically, innovation (product and process) strongly
supported customer value from the perspective of management only. Managers it seems
were very bad at identifying the drivers of customer value, and Nasution sees that specific
market research is necessary to find the real drivers.
Yang et al. (2007) uncover some interesting insights into intrapreneurship in China. They
measure a broad base of 167 firm‟s performance across 4 dimensions (Antoncic and
Hisrich 2001). The study found that market performance was positively associated with
innovation, self-renewal and proactiveness. The study rejected the positive effects of new
business venturing on performance, but left open the question that this may be differ by
industry and further research was needed.
Bouchard (2001) identifies the inherent risks of “corporate entrepreneurship” and makes a
strong case for reducing some of the contradictions through careful management. This
articulate detraction is a welcome rarity. In the paper‟s literature review, the comment is
made that many studies have shown positive effects on the corporation. She believes that
the term is a contradiction and that this is the root of potential problems. The first risk
identified is “strategic misalignment” and the second is “competitive advantage erosion”. A
number of paradoxes are identified, with due reference to other academics. The first is
“entrepreneurship vs. corporate management” which suggests that exploration
(opportunity perception) and exploitation (resource control) are antagonistic. It is also
argued that corporate entrepreneurship can be inconsequent as it delivers too few benefits
and operates in a hostile environment, and that (noting others) only high performers will
succeed.
Bouchard continues; there are several reasons for “early withdrawal” which may be due to
the high visibility of failure but the low visibility of success. Early withdrawal may also be
caused by the fact that the new businesses share few synergies with the host corporation,
despite any commercial success. Bouchard believes that corporate entrepreneurship is as
problematic as it is problem solving.
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In the second part of the Bouchard paper, the case is made that most performance is due
to the individual corporate entrepreneur, and thus risks strategic misalignment and
competitive advantage erosion. With autonomy, it is argued, personal objectives may stray
from key strategic alignments. It is better to keep to resource and competency based logic
rather than diversification, it is argued, as this can lead to loss of control.
Arguments are also made against emergent strategies as opposed to planned ones, as the
organisational processes are unsuitable for emergent activities. The corporate
entrepreneur, Bouchard argues, is a highly mobile, non-embedded and sought-after
resource that represents a risk to the firm through should she leave, with the associated
loss of human and social capital (Dess & Shaw 2001).
This point is strengthened by Barney‟s (1991) resource criteria. Thus it can be seen the
intrapreneur is valuable (if performing well), rare (few have the unique skill set),
imperfectly imitable (almost certainly true) but not substitutable (other strategic change
paradigms and agents can be used)
Bourchard does make the positive case for CE, when the environment is turbulent and
many “small bets” are needed or need to be placed simultaneously. She argues that CE
units have the flexibility, agility and low cost profile to achieve this.
Bouchard continues that corporate entrepreneurs should have operational autonomy “how”
but strategic alignment “what” with the company. Domains need to be loosely defined for
this to happen. This tight-loose construct is also the concluding sentiment of the paper, in
that despite the risks, organisations may be compelled by the environment to undertake
internal entrepreneurial initiatives. She believes that having different scopes of operations
and strategy may reduce some of the risks but may compromise the benefits.
Summarising necessity and importance
The literature has been presented that strongly suggests that intrapreneurship to be
beneficial to the organisation. The benefits include growth, strategic survival and change,
retention of key HR assets, the building of knowledge assets, knowledge
dissemination/exploitation and innovation. However, both Yang (2007) and Fitzsimmons et
al. (2005) respectively believe that it is not a quick fix because the short term effects will
be a decline in profits. Bouchard‟s (2001) points are also important as they identify
problems that can occur if the process and context are inadequately managed.
This suggests that intrapreneurship should not be implemented haphazardly as the
response to an immediate crisis but as a carefully organised ecological initiative to revive
the company‟s long term prospects and prosperity.
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Propositions
Observation I2:

Intrapreneurship has important benefits that can be better realised with
competent, strategic management.

Observation I3:

Intrapreneurship and intrapreneurship set-up are separate processes.
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Enablers and Obstacles
This section looks at the key variables that moderate intrapreneurship, from the
intrapreneurs and the sponsor‟s perspective.
Koen (2000) studied an intrapreneurial program run by the Stevens Institute of
Technology for students from a number of corporations. As a result of the program, 57%
of the students managed to secure non-trivial venture funding from their respective
organisations. The survey showed that sponsor‟s most important criteria for judging the
proposal were, in order, “Strategic Fit”, “Understanding the Business Aspects of the
Project”, “Comprehensive Business Plan”, “Market Attractiveness”, “Market Familiarity”,
“Articulateness”, and “Product Familiarity”.
The key obstacles to obtaining funding, Koen states, in order were, “Lack of Business
Plan”, “Lack of Sponsor Authority”, “Resource Competition”, “Project Commitment and
Resource Availability”. So the themes of competence and strategic fit manifest in several
guises with respect to intrapreneurial activity. The role of executive champion is seen as
essential to reduce the “corporate immunity” response. Koen introduces a novel idea as a
recommendation to the corporations by suggesting that a venture ombudsman within the
organisation could serve as the executive champion to intrapreneurs.
Mohanty (2006) looks at the root causes of superior company performance within Indian
firms by interviewing 800 managers in 100 firms. Mohanty reviews the 6 generic forces
that form the imperatives for corporate intrapreneurship. The survey results showed an
almost universal recognition that competition brought on change, that intrapreneurship
needed motivated people and an innovation culture, and that intrapreneurship was
affected by the individual, the organisation and the external environment.
The survey highlighted that managers saw that intrapreneurship should be a systemic
process; intrapreneurship management should be an organisational capability and that
effective operating systems were required for value innovation.
Perhaps the most revealing part of the Mohanty paper is the review of facilitators and
restraints for intrapreneurial behaviour and value innovation. A number of factors that
were taken from other academic studies and presented to the survey participants and
ranked. In brief summary, the top ten restrainers, in order, were “punishment of risk
taking”, “lack of follow-up”, “lack of encouragement”, “politics”, “poor communications”,
“lack of opportunity thought”, “unclear objectives”, “lack of management support”, “lack of
reward” and “inadequate resources”. Mohanty reveals that the top ten facilitators, in order,
were “innovation processes”, “clear vision”, “empowerment”, “management support”,
“reward”, “communication flow”, “encouragement”, “teamwork”, “resources” and “crosstraining”.
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The Eesley and Longenecker (2006) study of intrapreneurship used a sample of 179
managers in 20 US companies. Coincidentally, the Mohanty study of Indian companies
showed the same 10 barriers in the same order of strength were given, albeit with
different absolute response values. Equally, the facilitating factors were the same albeit in
a different order, with culture, rewards, knowledge sharing and management support
being the most important. These two studies were unconnected.
Pinchot and Pellman (1999:107) see 19 innovation success factors with which the
organisation is asked to review diligently its climate for innovation. They cover a wide
variety of ideas and reflect the large scope of the subject matter. The business is
encouraged to rank each factor in terms of difficulty and effect and tackle the factors in
increasing order of difficulty to ensure quickest impact. In terms of strategy, vision and
intent need to be communicated. Intrapreneurs must be supported, allowed to take risks
or fail and be given proper sponsorship. The intrapreneurs must be self-selecting and form
empowered, cross-functional, well-adjusted teams that are able to cross boundaries. There
must be a strong community within the organisation, and customer focus. The
intrapreneurs must be allowed to stay with the project through its lifecycle and make the
key decisions. Where possible, there should be a choice of internal suppliers. Good ethics
and transparency are essential. They continue; innovation output should be measured and
the intrapreneur should balance big wins with smaller bets in the output portfolio.
Kanter (1985) introduces facilitating conditions for the firm wishing to introduce
entrepreneurial management, and these are “Jobs” (that are broadly defined and
mandated), “Structure” (Small, matrix-like), “Culture” (respect for people, pride,
innovation), and “Tools” (information, support and resource). Kanter suggests specific
programs should be set up to reduce bureaucracy, encourage integration, and review
accounting and budgeting systems. Other programs are suggested that are of interest and
relate to intelligent use of knowledge resources.
Christensen (2005) proposes 8 intrapreneurial enablers, namely; “communication”,
“culture”, “process”, “rewards”, “top management support”, “resources”, “organisational
structure” and “risk”.
McGinnis and Verney‟s (1987) organisational innovation factors are “Openness” (good
customer relationships and interactivity); “Creating a Performance Gap” (goal ambiguity,
high standards, positive innovation values); “Organisational Competence Development”
(professional, diverse teams); “External Focus” (Loose Coupling, Problem Solving) and
“Open Communications”.
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McGinnis and Verney conclude that Intrapreneurship is not a quick fix but a long term
process that needs investment, and that having a relaxed rule structure, an appropriate
rewards system and both internal/external knowledge competence is a good start.
Feyzbakhsh et al. (2008) look at intrapreneurship obstacles within a case study of a large
Iranian passenger train company. The model used in Hornsby et al. (1993) was applied
and some interesting case specific obstacles were revealed. It was found that certain
managers, quite often older or more conservative and cynical were more likely to kill
creativity. Some employees were not aware of an innovation process. There was a lack of
empowerment and lack of teamwork. Only monetary rewards were given, and these were
often late. Sometime successful ideas could only be prosecuted through management and
therefore the originator was not rewarded. They continue; the steep hierarchy of the
organisation and plethora of rules meant ideas were sometimes lost or forgotten. In this
organisation, it was hard and time consuming to get good quality information. The good
innovations were either not implemented or excluded the originator and when
implemented, or that the R&D group and implementing group was separated.
Organisational learning was poor. Even though nearly 60% of the staff were polled to have
intrapreneurial attitude, there was no training program to harness this resource. There was
also no planned budget for these activities. The study notes that organisation had the will
to act intrapreneurially and had business planning skills but clearly implementation was a
key failure.
Summary
The literature strongly suggests that intrapreneurial behaviour is mostly inhibited by
cultural blocks, which can be eased by management action. Equally, this behaviour is
encouraged mostly by cultural facilitators that are embedded in structures and behaviours
which require a cultural audit and then an action plan to leverage them. Innovative
companies, the literature hints, view intrapreneurship not only as a consumer of scarce
resource for an unknown reward, but as a contributor to the organisations knowledge
assets.
Observation I4:

The removal of blocks and strengthening of facilitators requires managerial
commitment, cultural change and enabling systems and processes.
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The Intrapreneurial Process
The literature will show that intrapreneurship is a set of interrelated processes that occur
within and between the individual, the group and the organisation.
Burgelman (1983) creates a process model [figure 2] for Internal Corporate Venturing
(ICV) by studying a large, established technology company.

Figure 2: Strategic Process model: Burgelman (1983:230)

Burgelman discusses the origins of the topic as starting in the 70s with the emergence of
new venture divisions and notes a string of academics who studied the phenomena. Key
observations from Burgelman‟s work include the importance of bottom-up autonomous
strategic initiatives, and that such endeavours are often quashed due to managerial
bureaucracy. He sees the middle management as providing a crucial bridge between
innovation and strategic context and that top management should provide necessary
structures to make the necessary connects.
Wunderer (2001) discusses the concept of “co-intrapreneurship” as an employee
transformation framework where internal markets and organisational goals are mutually
inclusive features of the flexible, learning enterprise. The framework consists of “Goals”,
followed by “Context”, “Potential”, “Co-ordination” and “Policies”. Key to the
transformation aside from these outputs and processes is the behavioural approach which
aims to unite the organisation and the stakeholder employees through shared values,
knowledge and wealth. This is achieved by promoting intrapreneurial competencies
(Pinchot and Pellman 1999), grouped as social and implementation competencies. The
competence is not sufficient without motivation which requires an appropriate coordination
system and open culture. Here, the market model, transformational leadership and nearautonomy are critical. Wunderer sees that HR and senior management have a significant
role in introducing co-intrapreneurship and making the transformation succeed.
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Zahra et al. (1999) make important points about the importance intrapreneurship in the
furthering of knowledge and learning activities within the enterprise, leading to new
competencies and experiences. Specifically, the intraprise will generate a multi-faceted
body of knowledge that needs organisational processes to filter, manage and harness it
effectively. The intrapreneur must use their social knowledge as well as new findings to
help shape the organisational culture. This, it is argued encourages trust and makes sure
that the new knowledge is used for strategy building and change.
Agor (1988) provides a unique insight into intrapreneurship through his paper on
“Brain Skill Management” (BSM) Program. The concept of brain skills is that assignments
within the organisation are made without respect to status, prior involvement or seniority.
The argument is that intrapreneurship is enhanced by having the right people and
removing potential group-think or strategic over-analysis blocks.
The paper continues; BSM consists of diagnostic testing, custom placement and brain-skill
development training. Diagnostic testing using tools such as Myers Briggs Type Indicator
(MBTI®) will highlight those with an intuitive bias as the more capable innovators and
problem solvers. Custom placement is based on the results of the assessment, and the
idea is to segregate decision making functions by brain skills. It is thought that the
“intuitive” style increases team harmony through non sequential thinking, and using other
team members as a sounding board. They are energised by working with other intuitive
types. However, not having intuitive leanings does not exclude more “thinking-type”
managers and there are techniques that can improve intuitive thinking.
An example of BSM is action is given, where the US Department of Defence sent 15 senior
executives to an intensive workshop. The group were individually tested and given scores
on their levels of intuition and grouped into those performing higher and lower than
average. The intuitive types were set a real problem and asked to find a solution. Their
creativity and lack of criticism produced some output which was then sent to the thinkingtype group. The rationale being that the thinker attention to detail would quickly find
problems and weaknesses with the list of candidate solutions. It is better, Agor notes, to
be critical at the post creativity stage. The final stage of the workshop was individual
counselling and a tailored program to help develop intuitive skills. The results and feedback
were positive.
The key point of the paper is that organisation often have the right human resources, but
don‟t harness these assets effectively.
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Antoncic and Hisrich (2001) make detailed observations about the existing measurements
of the ENTRESCALE (Khandwalla 1977) and the “Corporate Entrepreneurship Scale” (Zahra
1991, 1993). The differences and complements between the two are noted. A merger is
possible which results in a four dimension factor scale [figure 3] and this is achieved by the
validation that the authors make in a cross-cultural study.

Figure 3: Intrapreneurship Model and Its Direct Effects: Antoncic and Hisrich (2001:505)

Antoncic and Hisrich (2001) study the structural drivers of intrapreneurship by the same
studies, separately applied to 192 Slovenian and US sampled organisations of 50 people or
more. Antoncic et al. propose a number of antecedents to intrapreneurship, and tests them
through hypothesis and survey. The first set of antecedents is classified as
“environmental”. These are “increased dynamism”, “increased technical opportunities”,
“industry growth”, “increased demand for new products”, “unfavourability of change” and
“increased competitive rivalry”. The first postulate is that these will be positively associated
with intrapreneurship, and this was strongly supported. The second set of antecedents is
“organisational”. These are “communication”, “formal control”, “environmental scanning”,
“support”, “competition” and “person related organisational values”. The second postulates
that these are positively associated with intrapreneurship, and this was supported. The
third postulate is that the first set is positively related to the second set, but this was
supported in the Slovenia sample. The forth postulate, that intrapreneurship is positively
related to growth and profitability, was partially supported for Slovenia and the US
samples. Antoncic discusses in detail the sampling differences and methods and lays out
subtle but important caveats.
A later paper (Antoncic 2007) re-examines the study and makes further observations.
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Antoncic (2001) looks at organisational processes in intrapreneurship specifically at the
firm level, in recognition of the blurring and removal of inter-organisational boundaries. A
distinction is made between network and strategic alliances, in that the latter are more
purposeful and directed by organisational goals, whereas networks are more general and
non-linear. Like other Antoncic Intrapreneurial papers, an attempt is made to integrate
theories, and in this case, two sets of organisational processes. These are “intra-firm
characteristics” and “inter-firm characteristics”. Antoncic begins by defining
intrapreneurship as processes that lead to a venture and other outcomes. The
Schumpeterian observation that innovation is not isolated within an organisation is noted,
but by definition, intrapreneurship is primarily defined by internal factors.
“Intra-firm communication”, it is stated, is a key enabler or block of intrapreneurship and
is defined by the quality, direction, and scope of information flows. In a similar manner,
good “inter-firm communication” has been demonstrated by various academics as catalysts
for strategic external relationships and partnerships. Antoncic proposes that both
communication forms positively associate with intrapreneurship. A desirable level of formal
company controls and less formal network governance apply to the internal and external
processes of an organisation respectively. The positive role of trust is noted in the case of
inter-organisational relationships. Both forms of control are seen as desirable to
intrapreneurship.
The final sections of the paper reveal that the “support, visibility, and time” given by
management to supporting a venture, both within and external to an organisation,
positively impact intrapreneurship. Supportive organisational values within the company
and shared values, strategies and ideologies of firms in partnership are proposed to be
positively associated with intrapreneurship. Antoncic proposes that the levels of
environmental scanning will affect the successes of intrapreneurial actions. Finally, noting
Deeds and Hill (1996), a network effect is described whereby an optimal number of
network partners exists, in that too few or too many reduce the benefits of organisational
learning and co-operation. For instance too few partners produce too few results whereas
too many has too high transaction costs.
This paper is important as it recognises that intrapreneurship does not always occur in
isolation, and that many drivers of good intrapreneurship in the internal environment also
have similar counterparts in the external relationship network.
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The Hornsby et al. (1993) model of Intrapreneuring [figure 4] builds on the work of several
academics and identifies 8 critical elements to corporate venturing. To begin with, the
organisation and the individual (the intrapreneur) must possess certain favourable
characteristics and there must be a precipitating event. This leads to the “decision to act
intrapreneurially” and then the process of business planning. Should there be sufficient
resources and the “ability to overcome barriers”, the final element is idea implementation.
The authors proceed to explain that the organisational elements include “management
support”, “autonomy”, “sufficient rewards”, “time availability” and “flexible organisational
boundaries”. The individual characteristics are also discussed, and a consensus set from
various papers of other academics highlighted “risk taking”, “need for autonomy and
achievement”, “goal orientation” and “internal locus of control”.
The precipitating event will often come from external threats, market changes and internal
strategic, structural or cultural characteristics. As a result of the model, it is proposed that
where new technology is needed and there exists a supportive management for innovation,
then the risk-taking individual is the more likely intrapreneur. However, where internal
changes lead to innovative reward reinforcement, then those with high needs for
achievement will be the more likely intrapreneurs. The third and final proposition is that in
a firm that is cutting back and has high levels of discretion in the work-place, the
intrapreneur will more likely be one with a high desire for autonomy.

Figure 4: Interactive Model of Corporate Entrepreneuring: Hornsby et al. (1993: 31)

The model in figure 4 does not consider one of the arguments laid forth by Sarasvathy
(from Davidsson 2005) which hold that the decision to act entrepreneurially has two roots.
The first is the “Causation Process”, which is goal driven and the above model follows. The
second is the “Effectuation Process”, which is means driven in that it looks at the
opportunities which derive from a given set of resources and capabilities.
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The model shows a linear process which precludes this idea. The Sarasvathy model is more
iterative and its causation logic enables the intrapreneur to shape rather than predict the
future.
Furthermore, the Hornsby et al. model seems to imply a sequence between discovery and
exploitation, whereas Bhave (from Davidsson 2005) suggests that the relationship between
the two is often more symbiotic. These two identified models lay open to question the
universal logic of explicitly stating “decision to act intrapreneurially”. This reflects the fact
that intrapreneurship seems to be a management diktat (causation) or grass roots
(effectuation) or a subtle combination of both. For the purposes of the literature review,
this difference can be overlooked but needs to be resolved during the model building
process.
Russell (1999) develops two cognitive maps of structure and culture to define a process
model of intrapreneurship. Russell concurs with other academics that there are three key
category variables, namely “Environmental”, “Organisational” and “Individual”. The key
objective is to show the process as a dynamic social one, and therefore Process variables
are necessary. He sees the advantage of this approach as showing causal relationships, the
systems approach and the ability to see feedback loops. The paper stresses the importance
of innovation norms and how these guide expected behaviours in the organisation. An
example of a positive loop is where successful innovation strengthens entrepreneurial
posture. Russell aims, through the two maps to show the strategic, cultural and structural
influences on the organisation.
In the culture map [figure 5], key entities, norms and actions are shown as a series of
interconnected positive relationships.

Figure 5: Culture Map: Russell (1999:74)
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Here, it is possible to identify potential sources of strength and weakness within an
organisation and provide clues as to how the culture could be improved.
The structure map [figure 6] sets out to show how entrepreneurial strategy drives the
creation of an organic structure.

Figure 6: Structure Map: Russell (1999:76)

Both maps are particularly valuable in showing how management has control over these
processes, and that it is possible to create a series of virtuous circles of innovative
behaviour driven by success, but the antithesis applies too. Russell notes that the maps
are not complete and not empirically validated, and that there are several improvements
possible.
Gapp and Fisher (2007) showcase an intrapreneur-led three phase model of innovation,
based on studies in healthcare and manufacturing, of product development and service
delivery innovation.
The first phase is establishing an intrapreneurial team. This starts with the development
stages of Tuckman (1965) then becomes self-managing (Manz and Sims 1987 and others).
After this, knowledge development is integrated as is the “Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle” (after
Deming 1986). The key intention of PDSA is to harness radical and incremental innovation
and multiple points of entry. The point of success occurs when Covey‟s (1990) “four key
alignments” are achieved. Continuous questioning and learning are built into the process.
To be successful, a facilitating coach is required, who provides management and technical
support, and a human expert knowledge system.
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Gapp and Fischer continue; the second phase uses the PDSA model for knowledge based
innovation. It is suggested that the service element of the output package should be the
starting point, as this is the most visible output and requires most interaction with other
parties. The final phase is product development using the PDSA cycle, and this completes
the three phase “participative intrapreneurship model”.
Gapp and Fisher see that problems of service decline or failure have workplace-issue roots.
They suggest that a participative team-building response is required to resolve the issues
and then begin innovative processes. Once the stimulus has occurred and has triggered
the team building event, innovation should begin using PDSA approaches to the service
and product, and then PDSA approaches that manage the product-service continuum.
The authors give an example of the 3-phase model in a consultancy project in a major,
world-class health service organisation in Australia, with a long history. It was noted that
team solving skills are acquired over time and that teamwork is essential for rapid
innovation. Furthermore, cross-functional teams help reduce problems in product and
service innovations through holistic synergies. The model is also applied to a
manufacturing organisation and enables that organisation to make fundamental and
beneficial discoveries about outsourcing, which are discussed in Gapp and Fischer's (2007)
paper in detail.
The strength of the model is in the team-based, methodical approach that looks at the
process-service-product continuum in the right order and has demonstrated some
empirical success.
Observation I5:

The academic‟s process discussion provides an overlapping process set whose
potential contradictions can be smoothed over in building a process model.
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Individual Perspective
Richardson (2005) highlights three high profile intrapreneuring success stories in Lockheed
Martin, Kensington Publishing and Microsoft. In the case of Lockheed Martin, Gooden, an
employee who was working on government contract, spent months researching her idea
that recognised the increasing value of IT services and civil agencies. After a presentation
to senior management, Gooden was allowed to run with the project and the business now
contributes $2B to the bottom line. In the case of Kensington, an employee convinced the
management to spin-off a “Black titles division” which became a success. In the case of
Microsoft, a senior management anticipated the growing strength of Linux®, and had to
fight hard within Microsoft to change the integrated platform proposition before his idea
was sponsored. Success does not come without risks, and there is the danger of failure, of
inadequate compensation, or the pet project being handed to a trusted team of
implementers.
The lesson for the intrapreneur is to try and negotiate up front, but this can only work if
the intrapreneur has networked sufficiently well.
Menzel et al. (2007) see that engineers have a role to play as intrapreneurs. A detailed
review of the literature is provided, followed by an explanation of how technology
intrapreneurship can be fostered in engineering practice. The levers that are identified are
i) “a conducive physical environment for action and cooperation”; ii) “flatter structures”;
iii) “top management support”; iv) “top management advocates”; and v) “sufficient
resources”. It is suggested by the authors that engineering staff with intrapreneurial
potential should be put through a training program, highlighting Menzel's earlier work with
the Intrapreneurial Game based on “telling”, “doing” and “showing” in the form of a
simulation of innovation.
McGinnis and Verney (1987) synthesize theories of 5 academic authors/pairings, namely
Burns and Stalker, Daft and Becker, Mohr, Shepard, and Utterback. Using this, they set
about defining key individual qualities and key organisational factors that drive innovation.
These are then split into sub-groupings. In brief, the individual qualities are “vision” (belief
in innovation, creative/pragmatic imagination); “self motivation” (achievement orientation,
autonomy and self-belief); and “killer instinct” (interpersonal skills, drive, sense of timing).
Subramanian (2005) studies the risk and economics of intrapreneurial innovation. In the
model presented, the intrapreneur is seen to potentially compete with the firm‟s core
activity. The employee, through participation in the firm‟s activities has developed human
capital that can be reused for rents that could be shared with the firm in a manner that is
more economical than an external relationship.
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Subramanian thus sees intrapreneurial activity as a moral hazard problem and a profit
opportunity. The premise of the model is that the innovation environment is positively
related to employee innovation but there has an ambiguous relationship with innovative
rent. Subramanian develops a theory based on economics and HR using discrete
mathematics and probability, and tests the hypothesis with empirical data. It is proven
that an innovative environment produces employee innovation. In circumstances of low or
high rent, intrapreneurship will be higher than that of medium rent because of the higher
possibility of the employee leaving to improve or exploit their profit opportunity. The
company cannot either afford to, or be able to prevent this. Subramanian sees this as
particularly relevant in the high-tech industries, where there is a high degree of
entrepreneurial turnover and start-up activity.
The key lesson is that individual intrapreneurs have high extrinsic needs, and that the
employing company can help retain key intrapreneurial talent by pay policy, but only to a
certain extent.
Davis (1999) studies in great depth the distinguishing criteria used to evaluate potential
intrapreneurs, general managers and hybrids using a sample of 227 business students,
post-graduate-qualified managers, entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. The freeresponse technique was used. Davis sees that intrapreneurs are one set of actors amongst
others in the corporate innovation process, and these include “champions”, “gate-keepers”
and “sponsors”. The “intrapreneur” could have any of these roles, but it is deemed a role in
itself. He does not believe that intrapreneurs are self-selecting and sees them as being
formally assigned to a management role, whereas champions and sponsors self-appoint.
The first important result was that experienced participants listed more attributes
necessary for intrapreneurship than the less experienced ones.
Davis records that the top 5 criteria chosen for the pure intrapreneur were found to be i) a
“desire to own a business”; ii) “ambition”; iii) a “previous attempted venture”; iv)
“enterprise”; and v) “non-conformity”. In contrast for the joint intrapreneur and general
manager, the top 5 criteria were i) “prior business success”; ii) “intelligence”; iii)
“motivation”; iv) “knowledge” and v) “persuasion”. The studies main importance is to show
that experienced managers are best at establishing the best decision criteria. Davis points
out that the criteria have not been validated and may be invalid.
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David‟s 1994 study focused on 139 fortune 500 companies within product oriented
industries, which were the heaviest R&D investors. The study looked at recently
commercialised products, and rated the products in terms of success, performance and
uniqueness. The market, technical and environmental diversity was also considered. Three
scenarios were considered, which a) considered the case of R&D origin only, where there
was no intrapreneur; b) the goal oriented intrapreneur on her own who becomes venture
manager and; c) the intrapreneur and the process oriented venture manager together. The
study found that the second scenario produced the most favourable results, in nearly all
cases. These are summarised in table 1;

Table 1: Factors Associated with the Products Developed by the Three Modes of ICV: David (1994:41)

David points out that this may explain why start-ups tend to have superior performance as
the entrepreneur frequently has this dual role. The overall lesson is that roles, formats and
the decision to use an intrapreneur have wide impacts on how products succeed in the
market.
The Honig (2001) study of 283 nascent entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs in Sweden aims
to define and contrast the differing learning strategies that these actors use. He highlights
various academics description of strategic learning as 3 dynamic steps namely;
“discovery”, “knowledge diffusion” and “informed action”. The hypothesis is that there is a
difference between the two actors, in that the entrepreneurs would tend to use learning
strategies that are flexible and based on non-structural organisational processes. whereas
the intrapreneur tends towards processes that are dependent on the existing structures.
The study tends to support the hypothesis. Honig encourages further work as the sample is
quite narrow and relates to a fixed point in time. Honig believes that the intrapreneur has
more resources available and is advantaged in this respect, but needs to consider that
learning using existing structures may exclude new possibilities and reinforce bad
organisational processes.
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Altinay (2005) studies the role of Development Directors (DDs) at a large, growth-oriented
international hotel chain acting as intrapreneurs. The DDs were popular with the
franchisees as they seemed to have credibility and straddled the boundary effectively. The
DD remit was similar to that of a Business Development Manager but differed in that there
was a formal knowledge sharing process within the organisation that allowed the DDs to
impart their knowledge, discuss strategy and help internationalise the company and its
culture. An important point is made that the earlier studies of intrapreneurship were
focused internally and omitted the external facing ad boundary spanning activities of the
intrapreneur.
Antoncic (2003) looks at the connections and hypothesis between individual and corporate
risk taking by creating and interpreting a model [figure 7] based on four different
information processing theories. It is an important paper, as venturing and risk taking is a
key characteristic of enterprise.
Antoncic notes that the first theory is “Planned Behaviour” (Ajzen 1998, 1991), which is
based on “expectancy-value theory” and can be used to predict the entrepreneurial
intentions of individuals. The second is “Prospect Theory” which describes decision making
under risk as a choices or gambles based on probability outcomes, and how the individual
risk takers intrinsic biases affect these outcomes. The third is “Agency Theory” which is
often combined with Prospect Theory. This third theory shows issues in organisational risk
management through the way goals and contractual agreements are aligned. The forth
theory is about organisational culture, and looks at the corporations values, attitudes and
beliefs in terms of risk evaluation. This cultural element is the complementary to the
formal control mechanisms of Agency, by focusing and shaping the employees attentions
and attitudes.
These theories are combined by linking certain behaviours, propensities and outcomes in a
conceptual model. It also resolves (or reduces the impact of) the paradoxical relationship
between individual risk aversion and risk taking.
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Figure 7: Building Risk-taking Behavior in an Organization – A Model of Risk Taking in Intrapreneurship:
Antoncic (2003:8)

Antoncic makes several salient observations from the model. Firstly, risk taking propensity
does not predict risk taking behaviour well, and this confirms the Ajzen (1991) point that
traits are poor predictors of behaviour in certain contexts. Attitudes towards risk, it is
stated, do change within individuals over time, and this affects risk taking behaviour.
Through a series of logical steps with observations and outcomes from the four composite
models, it is shown that individual risk taking behaviour is positively associated with the
firm risk taking behaviour.
The key finding is that the organisation can help shape and control various cultural,
contractual and HR aspects, to organically improve the risk taking climate in the
organisation. The paper also dispels the notion that risk taking propensity predicts risk
taking behaviour in individuals (the risk paradox), though Antoncic states the paradox may
be a beneficial part of the organisations make-up. Antoncic also identifies many other
factors such as leadership and power, which may affect some of the relationships in the
model and suggests that feedback loops should be built in.
It is useful here to mention Pinchot and Pellman (1999), who believe that intrapreneurial
success should be based on moderate risk taking, which implies an inverted U shape
relationship between risk and reward.
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Sauser (1987) looks at the six potential intrapreneurial lessons from entrepreneurial
failures. He points out the high start-up failure statistics in the US, and makes the point
the failures are sometimes due to the entrepreneurs themselves. Firstly, the point is made
that entrepreneurs are often undercapitalised due to lack of capital and contingency
planning. Although the intrapreneur may have a more patient sponsor, the venture may
remain unprofitable for a finite period. Secondly, business planning is essential, and the
intrapreneur benefits for a wide range of internal knowledge assets to help. Thirdly,
intrapreneurs should stay within their areas of competence and thus retain credibility. This
third point needs to be considered carefully as one the intrapreneur‟s job is to stretch the
boundaries of competencies.
Sauser continues; fourthly, good financial management is essential. Fifthly, the
intrapreneur should play by the organisational rules so as not to upset others. This
comment is highly debatable.
The final Sauser point is that intrapreneurs should hone their management skills before
launching an internal venture.
Prasad (1993) studies the roots of organisational politics related to the intrapreneur and
his progress. It covers specifically technical innovation within manufacturing. Politics is the
result of an ongoing struggle within an organisation for autonomy, security and prestige
(Haas 1973). The intrapreneur must uncover the dynamics of this struggle in their quest
for innovative programs.
The paper notes the politics is pronounced in discretionary decisions (from Gandz and
Murray 1980), where influence needs to be exercised outside of a person‟s traditional
authority base (Madison et al. 1980). Citing others (Pfeffer 1981, Mintzberg 1983), the
point is made that power and politics are interrelated but conceptually distinct. The
example given is that the requesting party can get another actor to do something out of
the ordinary, using power without a quid-pro-quo, whereas with politics, a quid-pro-quo is
involved.
Prasad combines two organisational typologies [figure 8] of the “pyramid” and the “onion”
to try and show that organisations are truncated bureaucracies as well as organic,
collective clans (from Abell 1975).
Prasad suggests that complex problems cannot be readily solved within the command and
control structure, and that incrementalism and joint decision making is necessary,
requiring people with special characteristics and skill sets. Within the “onion” there may be
several layers, and there is a high degree of goal congruence (Ouchi 1980) and autonomy.
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Membership of the clan is not an ongoing right and depends on the ability to fit in.

Figure 8: A Revised View of Organisations: Prasad (1993:36)

Referencing Bartlett and Ghoshal (1990), Prasad notes that Unilever uses this structure as
a purposeful networking structure with an elite cadre of managers. The model suggests
that the glass ceiling is strengthened by the structure and that “velvet ghetto” is replete
with sidelined staffers. It is also self reinforcing in that certain rules must be followed to
approach the ceiling but another set used within the upper echelons, thereby reinforcing
the benefits of organisational politics to the actors concerns.
The intrapreneur, Prasad proposes, needs the political skills to differentiate himself from a
normal administrator or technocrat. Here, skills are needed in managing conflict within the
pyramid, whilst political skills are needed in winning over and forming internal coalitions
within the organic clan. It is suggested that the intrapreneurial agenda is made to match
the top management agenda, or if not possible, using persuasion to get the top
management to adopt the intrapreneurial agenda. The latter tactic may be necessary when
rational economic arguments are likely to be dismissed, and more subtle strategic points
need to be made. especially in the case of radical innovations with longer timelines. This
latter tactic may edge towards the wrong side of the ethical spectrum.
The intrapreneur, Prasad continues, is placed in a difficult position, having to inevitably risk
her own career prospects by conflicting at times with top management. There is duplicity
within the top management where support is openly given, but with a private warning that
help will not always be forthcoming. Thus the intrapreneur must use politics wisely, and
recognise that it can be essential in building coalitions and getting things, but also
recognise that the ignoring the minutiae of the rules could erect substantial barriers to
progress.
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Morse (1986) provides some welcome cautions on the subject. He notes that some large
corporation CEOs were a little suspicious of entrepreneurs who came on board as a result
of their companies being bought out. Morse believes that motivation and reward theories
are important, as well as locus of control and corporate culture in understanding the
motivations of entrepreneurs. He uses Vrooms expectancy theory (Vroom 1964) to
question the high wealth expectations of corporate entrepreneurs. Secondly, he points out
that bureaucratic forms, which are the norm of the 80s Fortune 500 company are at odds
with the entrepreneurs needs of autonomy.
Morse notes that few firms have cultures which are able to sufficiently deal with both
successful intrapreneurs and those that fail, noting that that failure is an important facet of
intrapreneurship.
Duncan et al. (1988) identify 2 key problems in the identification and encouragement of
intrapreneurs. The first problem is that corporations are generally not accomplished at
hiring and developing creative talent. The problem, the authors argue is that they are seen
as a disruptive force, and when the company focus is on short-term results, the long term
nature of the innovators work is given second priority. This first problem is seen as
strategic. The second problem relates to the tactical issue of rewarding intrapreneurs.
Noting Naisbitt and Aburdene (1985) however, Duncan et al. reveal that corporations are
in an era that requires reinvention. The Icarus paradox is shown to apply to the successful
intrapreneur who is promoted to management, which reduces the likelihood of future
innovation. Duncan et al. also argue that the intrapreneur has a temperament not entirely
suitable for line management. The means to satisfy the intrapreneur, they argue, is
through an intracapital system, which is really an internal seed fund married to a set of
loose rules. The authors also suggest that a profit share scheme related directly to the
venture should be implemented to tie the motivation and fortunes of the intrapreneur and
firm together.
Reitz (1998) considers the character and ethics of intrapreneurs, and argues how they can
fit into the corporation. He concurs with Rosenberg and Birdzell (1986) that the West‟s
economic revolutions were as a result of both technical and organisational experiment
helped by free democratic government. He argues that attempts to improve ethics within
the organisation have mostly been in large hierarchical organisations. The question thus is
how ethics can permeate in more fluid, organic structures that are in disequilibrium, and
have dynamic actors such as intrapreneurs with more freedoms. These new organisations
are termed “Market-based Firms”.
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Reitz argues that a key distinction between the Market-based Firm and the free market is
the corporations must look after their owner‟s interests by adding value. The market is
dictated by supply and demand, whereas the corporation is mission-based. Markets set
prices, but the corporation controls its actors by rules and sanction. The rest, however is
emulated in terms of labour division, incentives, idea-flows and societal values that guide
in the form of culture, how the actors should behave.
Reitz makes the point that there are contradictions of norms in the MB firms. First, is the
use of competitive advantage to compete, but being cooperative within teams. Second, is
the setting of high expectations whilst remaining modest. Third, is the challenging of the
status quo with requests to cooperate that must not be denied. Thus the employee must
use discretion, and as Reitz implies, almost Machiavellian.
This contradiction is summarised by the idea of the characteristics of a “knight” and a
“saint”, who respect the rules and change the rules respectively. The intrapreneur should
be chosen who has characteristics of both, and who avoid what Reitz terms the seven
deadly vices for market based firms. These are “pride, envy, wrath, avarice, sloth, fear,
and blind allegiance”. Reitz makes intellectual points based on defensible business practice
about each.
The key point about the paper is that market-based firms are better placed than
hierarchical ones to compete, but the firm must manage core values effectively through
freedoms and policies, and promoting the right people in the face of highly dynamic
operating environments.
Summary
Although intrapreneurship is a process that spans the whole organisation, the literature
shows that the intrapreneur herself is the critical and pivotal variable. There may be a
desirable set of characteristics (McGinnis & Verney 1987, Davis 1999, Prasad 1993) which
are probably different to that of a general manager (David 1994). It is more important that
anyone can be given the chance to act intrapreneurially if they so wish, and subsequently
judge them by results. If intrapreneurs self-select, then there is a greater chance that only
the “desirable” characteristics such as high motivation and independence come through.
The literature has shown that the firm shapes the behaviours of the intrapreneur and the
intrapreneur, over time, shapes those of the firm (Antoncic 2003, Sauser 1987). For
instance, the intrapreneur may be more effective when correctly paired with a traditional
manager (David 1994). Equally, the disruption caused by the intrapreneur may prevent
strategic drift by stretching the firm‟s domain.
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It is no coincidence then that the intrapreneur‟s natural domain is at both the firm‟s
internal (between the operational layer and senior team) and external (customer and
supplier) boundaries (Prasad 1993, Altinay 2005). Here, the intrapreneur faces two rolespecific forces that impact her behaviour. Firstly, she will be constantly monitoring the
exchange contract and evaluating the intrinsic and extrinsic motivators to establish
whether to stay in the company or not (Subramanian 2005). Secondly, she will be
constantly assessing whether her actions sufficiently endear her to the senior team thereby
affecting her career path (Richardson 2005). She will be expected to tread carefully
between towing the line and breaking the rules, and may be given only tacit support
(Prasad 1993). A final point to mention is that the literature strong suggests that the
intrapreneur may be conceptually strained by the organisation but the entrepreneur on the
other hand, is only constrained by resources.
Observation I6:

The intrapreneur is a key protagonist and change agent in the organisation.
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Group Perspective
Introduction
The group perspective arguments in the literature are few, aside from Pinchot and
Pellman‟s (1999) Practitioner‟s guide, and tend to focus on middle management. This may
be explained by the fact that intrapreneurship is a bottom-up and top-down process (Åmo
and Kolvereid 2005) whose inception is best described in terms of the individual and the
organisation. The group is a consequence of the activities of the intrapreneur and the
organisation. A distinction needs to be made between existing groups, such as middle
management or matrix teams, and contrived groups which are the result of intrapreneurial
individual or organisational activities.
The group
Pinchot and Pellman (1999) discuss and offer advice to teams as they see the team as
pivotal to intrapreneuring. At the same time, they believe that a strong intrapreneur
should orchestrate its activities.
Morse (1986) gives an example of a problem that arises when the team succeeds. The
mindset of the select team changes and it can be hard for the host corporation to meet
future expectations of success based earnings, and to continue special resource
arrangement with the scrutiny of the rest of the company. Morse feels that traditional
approaches together with strong R&D and marketing are more likely to succeed than
intrapreneurship.
Lengnick-Hall (1992) sees that intrapreneurial groups may be separated and this may lead
to good problem solving but poor analysis.
Gwynne (2005) looks at the lack of women in intrapreneurship. It was noted that women
scientists who wish to be entrepreneurial lack role models, mentors and networks. The
leader of a networking group from Boston, believes that those women who have an
interest in intrapreneurship should gain the necessary credentials and experience. They
should also be forward and not fear being fired, value relationships both at home and at
work, and enjoy themselves.
Middle management
Kanter (1985) believes that entrepreneurial management is different to administrative
management, to such an extent that firms find it hard to do the former effectively, even
though both are essential. She believes that entrepreneurial management has four
characteristics, namely “Uncertainty”, “Knowledge Intensity”, “Competition with Alternative
Courses of Action” and “Boundary Crossing”. The very skills needed to deal with these run
contrary to traditional management, and may conflict with it.
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Whereas administrative management is characterised by command systems, the
entrepreneurial management approach requires “mutual adjustment”. It is argued that
parallel systems should be preserved, but that mutual adjustment must be introduced to
some degree into the former as a prerequisite for innovative behaviours.
Geisler (1993) makes the case for middle management as intrapreneurs by studying 28
middle managers within a corporation. Geisler contains a comprehensive literature review
on both intrapreneurship and middle management as a prelude to the study and
hypotheses. It is first hypothesized that successful middle managers will be more creative
and innovative, be constantly learning and improving, and make linkages to customer
strategic objectives. The second hypothesis is that through intrapreneurial behaviour,
change from a traditional to more fluid structure is reinforced. The Geisler management
survey identified a number of factors that affected their intrapreneurial behaviours, and
this included “knowledge access”, “rapid change”, the “middle-manager squeeze”,
“pressure to be creative”, “innovation as a means to overcome career mobility barriers”,
“innovation as a source of power” and “success”. In other words, the middle management
viewed acting as an intrapreneur a means of self-preservation or advancement.
Hornsby et al. (2002) look at the role of middle management in corporate
entrepreneurship, and how their perception of the internal environment affects the degree
to which they act entrepreneurially [figure 9]. The paper begins by reviewing the literature
and summarising that middle managements key areas of influence are in “rewards”,
“gaining top management support”, “gaining resources”, “being supportive”, “taking risks”
and “tolerating failure”. Over 700 middle managers from 17 organisations are used in a
study to test several hypotheses.

Figure 9: Middle manager’s perception of the internal environment for corporate entrepreneurship:
Hornsby et al. (2002:261)
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The five internal factors were tested and validated, and it was shown that the five factors
accounted for 46% of variance. The most important factor, by far was “management
support”, followed by the others in a close grouping. It is suggested by the authors that
using the survey within a company, the firm can create a tailored program to help serve
the needs of its middle managers entrepreneurial talents best.
Pinchot and Pellman (1999) believe that the middle management are catalysts for
intrapreneurship, who have a variety of roles to play as a sponsor and coach to the
intrapreneurial team, or as intrapreneurs themselves. Visions, “stretch targets” and twoway communication are essential. It is better for the middle manager to be an investor in
people than just an idea sponsor, and being part of the team by lower ones status and
keeping the team cohesive is seen as important.
Observation I7:

Middle management performs critical intrapreneurial supporting roles.
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Organisation Perspective
Introduction
The organisation perspective is perhaps the most important level of analysis. Although the
intrapreneur is responsible for intrapreneurial activities, he requires the resources and
support of the organisation. Furthermore, there is only one organisation, but the
intrapreneur is replaceable and replicable. Although overlapping, the organisation
perspective literature is viewed from the perspectives of strategy, structure and culture.
Strategy
Herbert and Brazeal (1999) identify 4 archetypes of entrepreneurship in the organisation
based on 4 growing levels of commitment from none to full. They are “entrepreneurially
challenged”, “accidental entrepreneurial”, “entrepreneurially oriented” and the
“entrepreneurial”. This strongly implies a strategic context.
Pinchot and Pellman (1999:93) see that senior management have a clear role to play in
setting the organisational intrapreneurial agenda. The first thing should be to question the
status quo and use non-system sources such as customers and consultants to find out
what is happening. The top management can create a “stretch vision of strategic intent”,
but at the same time, ask the organisation at all levels for input.
Chisholm (1987) cautions against the organisation using new ideas and concepts as a
means to evade simple business challenges, and sees that lack of top management
support may be relegating intrapreneurship to “yet another fad”. In the instance of
intrapreneurship, it is argued that bureaucratic, rule-based tendencies in the organisation
will produce barriers to intrapreneurial activity. He notes that Weber‟s bureaucracy aimed
to discourage flexibility at the administrative level, and that the structure tends to defend
the past more than look to the future. Incrementalism (Quinn 1980) is the norm and
surprises are to be avoided. Chisholm argues that existing pay-grades, award structures
and equality is contrary to the intrapreneurial culture in that it rewards mediocre
performance of the non-risk taking majority. The danger is of a stifling groupthink that
rejects new ideas. The borderline intrapreneur is one who balances self-survival with the
need to be seen to be just sufficiently innovative and entrepreneurial. This type, it is
argued will be of little value. Only by identifying true risk takers and having a supportive
top management, will intrapreneurship succeed.
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Dess, Lumpkin and Covin (1997) study 32 firms to show the importance of entrepreneurial
strategies and their interaction with key variables. The first hypothesis is about the
importance (in terms of performance) of entrepreneurial strategy making and this is
proven to be true, and importantly, a valid and distinctive strategy making process.
Confirming some of their other hypotheses, the study showed that when combined with
other strategy making processes (marketing differentiation, innovative differentiation), the
performance result is higher. Contrary to some hypotheses, entrepreneurial strategy
making combined with cost leadership strategies also resulted in higher performance
where there was environmental certainty. The authors cite the Hamel and Prahalad (1989)
observation that competitive advantage is based on layers of differing advantages as an
explanation. In fact, it was observed that the strongest performance results in the
combination of entrepreneurial strategy, and two other strategies combined suggesting
that strong performance results from more comprehensive strategies.
Carrier (1997) makes a study into intrapreneurship by interviewing in detail a sample of 50
Canadian small businesses with 30-100 staff. Small business intrapreneurship is
infrequently studied and may be mistaken as an oxymoron as the casual reader may
consider the small firm to be at the entrepreneurial phase. Carrier sets about 6 postulates.
The first is that intrapreneurship is not the exclusive domain of large firms. The second is
that the intrapreneur can be the owner‟s key ally. The third is that the lack of literature
does not make the subject invalid. The forth is that the loss of an intrapreneur has more
serious implications for small firms, than large ones. The fifth is that small firms are
potential intrapreneur incubators, and sixth, that small business provides a favourable
environment for innovation.
Carrier makes the point that innovation should not be limited to pure technological
improvements and can include as in the study, “internal processes, management
techniques and organisation forms”. The first Carrier observation is that owner/managers
created an organisational context of simplicity, autonomy and mistake-tolerance. The
second key observation is that intrapreneurs were motivated by intrinsic and extrinsic
factors (more so than their bigger organisation counterparts), and factors of their past
experience and organisational context (almost the owner‟s co-pilot). The Carrier third key
observation is that intrapreneurship does best in small businesses whose key strategy is
growth. It seems that having an intrapreneur acted as a strategic process trigger for the
owner-manager and this could be deliberate/active, or emergent and incremental and
defender or prospector. The forth key observation is that the intrapreneur‟s strategic
behavioural profile is directly related to the owner-manager‟s strategy.
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In total, 11 key factors were found to affect the level of intrapreneurship and these are
shown in figure 10 below.

Figure 10: Factors Affecting the Level of Intrapreneurship in Small Business: Carrier (1997:16)

In summary of Carrier‟s paper, a growth oriented small enterprise with an open, rewarding
and strategically minded owner will likely benefit from an intrapreneur who may be seen as
a co-entrepreneur. Whilst this paper is substantially about small business intrapreneurship,
it does bring to the fore the possibilities of the intrapreneur as a strategy shaper.
The Carrier strategy debate, whilst interesting, is deficient with respect to the problem
space because it only describes intrapreneurial strategy in ideals rather than plans,
frameworks or structures.
Observation I8:

The intrapreneurship literature has some strategic content but not enough to
describe intrapreneurial strategy.

Structure
In Greiner‟s (1972) Stages of Growth model, it is suggested that coordinating business
units may lead to a “Crisis of Red Tape”, whereby differing business units compete for
precious resources. Greiner sees the matrix structure as a means of enabling crossfunctional resource sharing and cooperation. The next potential crisis is that of “Conflict”,
where matrix management become unwieldy due to management and resource conflicts
from within different entities in the matrix. The implication in relation to intrapreneurship is
that growth will always create pressures on internal structures and resources.
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If the intrapreneurial group is the organisation, then this is fine, but if the intrapreneurial
group is distinct and competing with other resource hungry projects then the intrapreneur
must use his political skills to keep the intraprise alive. It could be interpreted that having
a matrix is not an end in itself, but that careful revisions to organic structures need to be
maintained constantly.
Pinchot and Pellman (1999:93) see that top management can remove the innovation
blocks and create a more flexible structure. The senior team can implement innovation
plans such as discretionary time and the use of internal markets, together with community
building activities. Finally, both innovation output and the innovation culture should be
measured and reviewed.
Christensen (2005) studies the enablers of intrapreneurship in a large international Danish
engineering company. This company tries to enable intrapreneurship using “corporate
ventures”, “internationalisation”, “formal networks” and “internal initiatives”. In Danish
culture, the reader is reminded, remunerative inequalities often are not welcome so the
company rewarded successful intrapreneurs with promotion and prestige. The company
has also instilled the belief that innovation comes from all parts of the organisation and at
all levels, and management will support and facilitate workshops. Being a knowledge-rich
company, intrapreneurs are encouraged to stretch this asset in related areas to maximise
innovative return. The company however is too busy with revenue earning projects to
leave much spare time for these activities. The company operates as a matrix and this is
seen by the employees as positive to revenue and innovation project work. The teams are
given some organisational slack in intrapreneuring by relaxing some operating procedures.
Formal and informal networks are encouraged and learning links have been forged with
universities and key customers.
In terms of risk, Christensen says the company involved “Darwinism” for new projects so
incremental innovations are put to existing project leaders, whereas the intrapreneur has
to present strong cases to the product planning team for new ideas. Planning and idea
creation are all long-term so there is good opportunity for knowledge sharing and
refinement. The problem of communications between the technocrat and administrative
members of the teams is solved by guidelines about meeting structures, the informality of
language and reaching consensus (which is difficult as most are specialists). Christensen
argues that having all the right factors in place will still not be enough if the management
is not supportive.
Observation I9:

There is little substance in the structural debates on intrapreneurship.
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Culture
Fry (1987) is included in the literature review because it relates to a well publicised and
successful innovation output from 3M in the form of the Post-It Note. Fry, a corporate
scientist, frames the success as intrapreneurial and claims that intrapreneurs were part of
his organisation before the term had been coined.
The first important point made by Fry is that even the best intrapreneurs, on their own,
would not have had sufficient skill sets to provide all necessary inputs for commercial
innovative success. The solution is to create a “super person” which is really a multi-skilled
team. He sees that the key challenge for the intrapreneur is to convince the organisation
and the team of the vision in order to meet the goal. The key characteristics of the
intrapreneur are motivations to “change, challenge, strategise, spend and disrupt”. 3M had
a ruling that 25% of sales must not come from products that didn‟t exist 5 years prior, and
well performing products are given “Golden Step Awards”.
Fry makes the point that intrapreneurs must come from all parts of the organisation and
be encouraged to innovate. 3M‟s structure of micro business units certainly helps this by
keeping employees close to the customer. More importantly, it is claimed that 3M was
formed by innovative founders who imbued this into the culture from the beginning. The
famous 15% innovation time concept is revealed to often occur out of office hours and is
referred to as the “bootleg” rule. Aside from helping employees innovate, it also helps
define career paths.
Fry continues; 3M encourages intrapreneurship by the use of executive champions,
“scrounging” – (which is akin to entrepreneurial bootstrapping), giving the freedom to fail,
a “dual ladder policy” (which allows those who wish to advance on a non managerial path),
and an advanced communication network. The innovator in 3M is encouraged to use the
bootleg time to keep projects low-profile, until tough problems are resolved and then
communicate and sell the vision to others. It is often wise to create a prototype as soon as
possible. Finding a management sponsor is essential.
Fry concludes that 3Ms environment creates an exciting and happy working experience,
with a sense of community and mission.
Goosen et al. (2002) propose a 3-factor model to study the key performance outcomes of
intrapreneurship in 109 corporates listed in the Johannesburg Stock Exchange. These
factors are “Innovativeness”, “Proactiveness” and “Management”. The final factor itself was
split into 10 sub-components. The findings indicated that Management factors influenced
the financial performance the most, but this described less than 18% of the variation.
Within the management factors, the top 4 dimensions were rewards, goal setting,
communication and intracapital system (how capital is allocated to ventures).
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The authors conclude; these and the other dimensions are certainly not in the exclusive
bound of intrapreneurship but add strength to the argument that a successful
intrapreneurial culture will require competent and driven management.
Pinchot and Pellman (1999:49) identify the “corporate immune system” which is an
automatic cultural response to poorly presented/contrived and over-sold ideas. The
intrapreneur must recognise that work has to be done to show real potential using a
variety of methods that include “internal networking”, “incremental learning”, “asking for
help” and “showing modesty”.
Nielsen (2000) talks about intrapreneurship as a transition process leading to privatization,
specifically addressing former state held companies in former socialist republics. Nielsen
begins by looking at four key benefits of intrapreneurship within this context. Firstly it can
help bridge the contradiction between “commercial and guardian ethics syndrome” (after
Jacobs 1992 and Nielsen 1996). Secondly, it facilitates organisational learning about
market based systems. Thirdly, it can be seen as a politically acceptable transformation,
and finally it enables lower cost strategic experimentation. He notes that intrapreneurship
as a strategy has potential problems that include it being incremental and thus lacking the
feeling of a big change. Furthermore political and legal constraints may need to be
modified and new employee rewards and protections will be needed.
Nielsen believes that transformation of these enterprises into the free market fail because
change is tried wholesale, and thus prevents the sufficient learning that is required, and
creates political fear and opposition. It also fails because the “guardian” ethics of the
command and control organisation.
In terms of organisational learning, Nielsen references Schein (1992) and Senge (1992)
about the “unfortunate” irony that large and fast changes require greater learning periods.
Nielsen notes that this observation is not limited to privatised entities in former socialist
republics and includes any large ex-government body such as the state telephone
companies in Western Europe.
With change, notes Nielsen, come both hope and fear, and there is a “dynamic dialectic
process” in place which dictates which is stronger. Change agents will try and minimise
fear, and emphasise the desire and may resort to punishment or negative consequences if
fear is stronger. Argyris (1990) notes the human tendency to accentuate the negative and
deemphasize the positive. Schein (1992) sees that change requires people to see a safe,
manageable psychological path based on learning.
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Nielsen introduces Jacobs (1992) terminology of the “Commercial Moral Syndrome” and
the “Guardian Moral Syndrome”. The former is about industry, openness, enterprise,
collaboration, honesty and efficiency. The latter is about discipline, loyalty, hierarchy,
being closed and traditional, inefficiency and moral excess. The strength of
intrapreneurship is, according to Nielsen, that it presents a transition to the former through
providing learning time about the new culture and its significance. It is noted that the
Guardian Moral Syndrome is not only held within the organisation but also the wider
societal culture.
Nielsen believes that intrapreneurship teaches survival and prosperity in responsive market
systems, which means the implementation of marketing plans and customer service plans
as opposed to focus on top down economic plans. Nielsen makes the case that China has
adopted successfully a “gradualist intrapreneurial strategy” in its own state industries.
Another example is given of the transformation of the Rosyth Royal dockyard in Scotland.
This paper makes a good case for incremental intrapreneurship in certain circumstance,
and should be considered a useful contribution to the arguments of change in large,
command-and-control organisations.
Ross (1987) looks at the relationship between intrapreneurship and corporate culture. He
begins by noting the popularity of intrapreneurship and corporate at that time, with
popular culture in the 80s replacing the “corporate man” with the entrepreneur as the icon
of choice. This coincides with the success of the Peters and Waterman bestseller “In search
of excellence” (Peters and Waterman 1983). Ross notes that as organisations begin to
break away from their entrepreneurial beginnings, and through success become
hierarchies with systems and structures, the innovative spirit tends to dwindle. He notes
the paradox that bureaucracy and innovation don‟t readily mix. At the heart of good
strategy to become innovative, is a strong, cohesive and pervasive corporate culture often
crystallised by a clear mission statement.
Ross cautions that culture in itself is not enough and that the organisation needs technical,
administrative and marketing competencies to make innovation work. Ross notes that the
entrepreneur is either “craftsman” who is the technician with powerful autonomy needs, or
“managerial” who is the methodical, politically adept corporate manager motivated by
achievement. Ross lists examples of entrepreneurs who stayed at the helm of their
creations long after their personal competencies might allow. There is an elite cadre of
entrepreneurs who managed to stay at the helm because they were able to grow their
management skills and preserve their innovative ones. In these organisations, notes Ross,
exists the positive and pervasive effect on the culture.
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Ross sees these elements best implemented with a pervasive culture that focuses on the
customer, commits to quality and believes in meaningful innovation.
Humble and Jones (1989) discuss the creation of a climate for innovation. They begin by
describing an “Action Learning Programme”, that consists of managers sharing ideas for
improvement over a 2 day period. Several techniques are used, including mind-mapping,
rhetorical questioning and brainstorming, with an emphasis on real issues. It is found that
once creativity is “awakened” it is unlikely to fade.
They make a distinction between incremental innovation and radical breakthroughs. In the
former, everyone in the company is encouraged to contribute and question/debate not only
products and services, but internal and external processes. Incremental innovation is
essential to the competitiveness of the organisation, and many micro improvements
aggregate to tangible advantages. On the other hand, radical innovation is unlikely to
occur this way and therefore, it is argued, special project or R&D teams must be set up.
The critical activity, the authors argue, is in setting up and monitoring the teams, and
striking a balance between autonomy and freedom with strategic goals.
The paper highlights that breakthroughs (specifically technological), come about
discontinuity and paradigm shifts, and that the best technology may not be the winner.
Also, Humble and Jones believe that the true origins of major innovation are hard to trace,
and recognises that not all firms can be R&D-led pioneers but can be successful followers.
Humble and Jones provide some learning points. Firstly that luck exists, but having several
strategic innovative options improves the firm‟s outlook; ideas need to be saleable; the
champion is essential; and radical improvements require dedicated, qualified staff that
could be new hires, or those identified with potential in the workshops. There are two
approaches to making the programs work; First is implementing the concept of each
manager as the innovator with real senior management sponsorship; The second is a freeranging intrapreneur or intrapreneurial team.
Observation I10:

The cultural levers are quite clear and compelling. The difficulty will be in the
change process.
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5.

Phase 2: Strategic Literature Review

Introduction
The intrapreneurship literature review has uncovered a wide range of information. This
literature, on its own is self-contained and valuable, and has a number of interesting
frameworks but its main purpose is to provide “content” and content-specific processes.
To build a strategic view of intrapreneurship, it is necessary to go beyond the specifics and
review the strategy literature. This section is more than just a literature review, and can be
considered as partially analytical. In the final sections, it will be shown that there are gaps
in the intrapreneurship literature related to strategy.
A wide variety of strategic literature was viewed, and key readings are summarised in this
section. The purpose of this literature review is to bring generic strategic thought and
process to the fore, and avoid as much as possible the content. The framework selection
process is shaped by the output of the intrapreneurship literature review. The selection
process instigated further research on the intrapreneurship content literature review.
In such an immense field, there has been the need to be highly selective, and it is
recognised that there may be several deficiencies by omission.
Holistic strategy models are discussed in their essence, along with some of the relevant
debates. Parsimony has been applied as it is not the author‟s intention to critique the
models in themselves, but to highlight useful features they may bring to the discussion.
Frameworks of knowledge management are then reviewed. Then, the critical topic of
change is discussed, with an emphasis on process rather than content. Then, a brief review
of two innovation strategy papers is given. The following section is a short discussion about
power and decision making. Then some frameworks on Human Resources are discussed.
Finally, a small selection of alternative models is reviewed for discussion.
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Holistic models of strategy
Complete strategy frameworks are useful in that they provide a whole system view of an
organisation, and how strategy is meant to work within it. They show both the emergence
and intention of strategy. They usually imply a process of change with activities predicated
on previous actions and learning.
This eclectic set of literature was reviewed with a purpose of trying to capture the concepts
and debates most relevant to the analysis of intrapreneurship. It could be argued that all
peer reviewed models could cover any concept under the strategic umbrella. However,
some models appear to be more flexible than others in helping describe the strategic
underpinnings of intrapreneurship.
Observation S1:

looking at the taxonomy of strategic models will help identify those which are
intrapreneurially relevant.

Taxonomy
Whittington (1993) provides a useful taxonomy of strategic thinking which helps start the
process of identifying frameworks that are suitable for intrapreneurship. The identified
schools are “Classical”, “Evolutionary”, “Processual” and “Systemic”.
Beginning with the Classical school of strategy, intrapreneurship could be a planned
strategy, which started with rational thought from the senior team, and quite possibly
included planning and positioning techniques. The problem with this approach is that it
precludes emergence and doesn‟t provide much else aside from content, for which
intrapreneurship is rich.
The Evolutionary school is also helpful in describing the emergent phenomena and the
environmental shaping effects, but again these are adequately described in the
intrapreneurship literature, and it does not capture the planned nature of some
intrapreneurship.
It is the Processual and Systemic schools that may provide a richer set of meanings to the
debate. These bring in continuous learning and culture as critical contingencies to the
strategic process.
According to Burton (2000), there is a mapping between the Processual school and what
Mintzberg et al. (2000) call the “Learning”, “Cognitive”, and “Consensus” schools.
Knowledge Management has been identified in the intrapreneurship literature debate and
requires further analysis. Cognitive thought is context specific and has been covered to a
reasonable extent in the intrapreneurship literature review. The Consensus school will not
be considered in this dissertation but may be worth developing later.
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The Systemic school, according to Burton, roughly maps to the Mintzberg et al. (2000)
“Power”, “Cultural”, “Entrepreneurial” and “Process” schools. Power requires further
analysis.
Culture is also identified in the intrapreneurship literature and requires further study. The
Entrepreneurial school will not be considered for two reasons. Firstly, it is assumed that
the organisation is lacking entrepreneurial capability, and secondly, it can be grouped with
culture. Finally, the Process school describes the architecture of intrapreneurial strategy
making, which is management processes being defined that enable the whole organisation
to create strategic content.
Observation S2:

Intrapreneurship needs emergent and planned strategy framework flexibility.

Observation S3:

Learning and thinking processes are required in the strategy framework.

Observation S4:

Cultural and power processes are required in the strategy framework.

Intention and Anticipation
Wensley (2003) provides a concise matrix for blending the “Intention” and “Anticipation”
strategic dimensions. The “Meandering” organisation shows low anticipation and low
intention whereas the “Myopic organisation” shows low anticipation and high intention, and
the “Meditative” organisation shows high anticipation and low intention. Finally, the
“Manoeuvring” organisation is characterised by high anticipation and intention. Wensley
points out that a natural conclusion could be that the last type is the ideal, but Wensley
sees benefits in each possibility and suggests differing modes for differing portfolios of the
business that map onto the BGC portfolio matrix (Henderson 1970). Thus “Meditative”
maps to “Question Marks”, “Myopia” to “Stars”, “Manoeuvring” to “Cows” and
“Meandering” to “Dogs”.
This simple typology highlights the differing types of strategic output an intrapreneuring
programme may wish to produce. This is not to discuss the content of the strategy but to
recognise that the framework must show flexibility.
Observation S5:

The strategic framework must allow for discretionary outcomes.
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Mission led Strategy
Campbell and Yeung (1991) studied mission within a 2 year research programme which
resulted in the Ashridge Mission Model [figure 11]. The components of the model are
“Purpose”, “Values”, “Strategy” and “Behaviour Standards”. They argue that a successful
mission must combine the emotional with the rational and tie in with the employees own
value systems. The tool is designed to help identify resonance or discords between the four
elements so that the mission is cohesive. Where there is lack of cohesion, change is
required to the company, it staff or both.

Figure 11: The Ashridge mission model: Campbell & Yeung (1991:13)

The framework shows that strategy cannot be made in isolation, and it must have both
“heart” and “mind” reflecting culture and abilities.
Observation S6:

The strategy framework must identify high-level strategic mismatches.

Contingency-based Choice
Coyne and Subramaniam (1996) present a model of strategy that recognises differing
environments and levels of uncertainty require different strategic approaches, of which the
model complements 25 popularly used ones. The model proposed fits well in environments
of medium to high uncertainty. It is argued that structural advantage is often not sufficient
on its own in dynamic markets, and the firm must use “frontline execution” together with
“insight and foresight” to maintain competitive advantage. In all but the least ambiguous
environments, Coyne and Subramaniam suggest that strategic postures of “Adapting”,
“Shaping” and “Reserving the right to play” become necessary.
Shaping requires activities that push the boundaries of the firm, and “Reserving” involves
learning investments. In what the paper describes as the building blocks of business
strategy, the firm must decide whether to place “Big bets”, “Real/Financial Options”, “No
Regrets Moves” and “Hedges”.
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This framework adds (or at least, identifies) a richer set of tools to strategic thought which
will be particularly useful as one of our working assumptions is that intrapreneurship is
more valuable in turbulent environments (Nielsen et al. 1985).
Observation S7:

Intrapreneurship is strongly related to strategic posturing.

Systems thinking
Brocklesby and Cummings (2003) discuss the closed system (what the author of this
dissertation sees a proxy for the un-innovative organisation) and how it interacts with the
outside world. Although not directly connected with external stimulus, the organisation
slowly changes its‟ form as consequence of the organisations unique history, capabilities
and resources. Emergent strategies are forthcoming as they do not fight against the
system.
Brocklesby and Cummings discuss the Beer (1972) Viable Systems Model framework. This
requires that the elements of the organisation need to reflect the external environment in
order to succeed, and that deficiencies in any of the systems resources (“Operational
Elements, Co-ordination Functions, Control Activities, Intelligence Functions and Identity
Element”) can disadvantage or paralyze the organisation. Brocklesby and Cummings make
detailed observations about the various interconnected systems in an organization using
the Beer (1972) model, and show how strategic problems can be framed to better aid
understanding. They also provide the human body as an example of a viable systems
model to aid comprehension. Importantly, they comment that VSM sees autonomy in the
operating units such that the wider system does not interfere.
These two models, which provide a closed and open systems view give another set of
meaning and tools for analysis, by explicitly stating the importance and usefulness of
interconnectedness.
Observation S8:

Organisations without intrapreneurship may be considered semi-closed systems.

Observation S9:

Intrapreneurial organisations are open systems.
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Systemic models
In the attempt to build a strategic model, it is helpful to introduce a strategy map. The one
outlined is from Kaplan and Norton (2004). This model [figure 12], amongst other
important things, shows the drivers of strategy as balanced, contradictory forces that are
driven by customer value propositions through a series of internal processes. It neatly
separates money, customer, internal processes and the organisational building blocks
through discrete layers, and reminds the strategist of the relatively simple end goals of an
organisation.

Figure 12: A Strategy map represents how the organization creates value: Kaplan and Norton (2004:12)
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The complementary McGee et al. (2005) framework is shown in figure 13. This looks at
strategy as a continual process loop with learning and interaction at the core. It does make
distinctions between the levels in the organisational hierarchy. Both intent and emergence
are modelled, and various artefacts of content are specified.

Figure 13: Systems model of strategy: McGee et al. (2005:22)

The strength of this model is that it gives the strategist a clear planning process with
sufficient contingencies to make it realistic.
Observation S10:

Intrapreneurship requires the systemic logic of both models presented in order to
plan intrapreneurship as a strategic implementation.
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Knowledge and Learning
Creating, capturing and harnessing knowledge is an essential part of the intrapreneurial
process (Zahra et al. 1999). It requires a systemic framework that will provide guidance to
a generic firm.
An entrepreneur within a recent start-up acts as the source and means of distribution of
knowledge. As the organisation grows, the challenge is to keep the entrepreneurial spirit,
and allow knowledge to be managed effectively throughout the new layers of
administration. The intrapreneurial knowledge process must be sensitive to history and
culture.
Leidner (2006) discusses the integration of knowledge systems and the organisation by
looking at culture as an implementation variable. The various types of information system
are noted, from the orderly MIS (management information system), through EIS
(executive information system) and DSS (decision support system), which supply
management information to the more nebulous KMS (knowledge management system)
which provides unstructured information. The former systems are interesting but of little
concern to the intrapreneurship debate whereas KMS and its capability to manage
unstructured information is.
The KMS, according to Leidner, is intended to “systematize, enhance and expedite intra
and inter firm knowledge management”. Furthermore, they are intended to spread human
expertise and cope with change pressures. The content of Nonaka‟s (1993) knowledge
creation process is noted, and it is noted that knowledge creation is less of a concern than
knowledge integration. Thus the emphasis moves from the old systems and the need to
analyse to the KMS and the need to contribute. Leidner, noting an earlier study believes
that the most important factor is organisational culture, not the system itself. Newman‟s
(1997) variation of the Johari Window is also discussed, highlighting the fact that
information sharing is contingent upon its strategic value and by whom it is known.
Leidner notes that the current prevailing information provision strategy is “anyone,
anytime, anywhere”, which requires higher degrees of horizontal and vertical information
integration, which mean high culture challenges.
A summary of readings on organisational culture is provided, noting the “value view”, the
“behavioural perspective” and “individual cultures”. As a result of the information and
organisational culture analysis, 13 propositions are provided which are designed to reflect
the imperative that culture (individual and organisation) effects the implementation of
KMS, and vice versa, in terms of agility. These are not summarised here, but the following
figure 14 (overleaf) helps frame the overall argument.
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Figure 14: Individual culture’s relationship to information culture: Leidner (2006:516)

Successful implementation relies on the identification of barriers, and strategies to reduce
their significance.
Leidner identifies three strategic, mutually inclusive options. The first possibility is to
require high value information be published on the intranet to familiarize, socialise-in and
make-dependent users. The second possibility is to educate by selling the need for
improved productivity and service. The third possibility is to incentivise through rewards,
the process of sharing information. Leidner argues that the choice of strategy should only
be made at the sub-unit level, as there may be different prevailing cultures in the
organisation as a whole. Leidner also warns that it may be impossible to change
information sharing habits where the culture runs counter, and only cultural change can
provide the answer.
This framework helps the strategist design in organisational and cultural change to
enhance intrapreneurial processes. This is especially helpful for new intrapreneurial units
or sub-groups.
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It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to discuss system-wide knowledge strategy
implementation, but its importance should be noted for intrapreneurial change programs
designed to affect the whole organisation.
Observation S11:

Knowledge Management Systems must be designed for intrapreneurial ventures
around strategies of increasing the value of sharing knowledge.

Pentland (2006) discusses organisational learning and information systems in detail. Four
key learning themes are identified and given a knowledge system interpretation. The first
is “locus of learning: individual versus organisation”. Whilst organisational learning makes
this distinction, knowledge systems do not need to, as unshared knowledge has little
value. The second theme is that no distinction is made between operational or strategic
knowledge in terms of the knowledge capture process. The third theme is the source of
learning, which can be experience or example. This can be difficult from the systems
perspective as it requires the identification of a boundary. It is argued that knowledge
construction and distribution have similar effects, and the systems distinction is not useful.
The final theme is persistence of learning, which brings the possibility of organisations
forgetting knowledge, and that of knowledge value decay. The key systems issue is
maintaining relevance.
Pentland believes that technology mediates the ways of knowing, and the human reliance
on it may “dull the senses” by removing some of the social interaction.
These are important observations. Firstly, it can be read that meaning is dislocated from
the system, which allows system simplification and puts the onus on the people who use
the system. Secondly, persistence is also a user issue because it is the usage and upkeep
of information that keeps it relevant.
Observation S12:

The strategist need not be overly concerned by technical constraints in the
implementation of a knowledge management system, but with the cultural
aspects.

Morosini (2000) makes links between open company values and the concept of knowledgebased advantage. The paper begins by highlighting the high failure rates of knowledgebased reorganisation activities. It is argued that the main elements of a knowledge
management strategy involve the creation of a “unique social structure”, and a sustainable
information infrastructure. He warns against the assumption of implicit social learning, and
makes a case that the multiplier between stock value and tangible asset value is largely
determined by social structure differences. Thus the market views the firm‟s ability to learn
and apply knowledge as part of the valuation. An information system, that includes people,
processes and technology is required, and this must add value to the social structure.
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The paper argues that a successful social structure requires social players, social networks,
open business values, Gnostic rituals and guiding myths. The players must be from
everywhere in the organisation, but also include a clearly identifiable team of leaders. The
networks are needed to support the leaders, and the example of General Electric and the
speed of the introduction of Six Sigma (Motorola 2009) is given. Open business values
require openness to learning, the demonstration by the leaders of those values, and
comprehensive communication.
Morosini continues; Gnostic rituals are needed to crystallise social learning. They will take
time to develop, and be unique to the company. The example is given at McKinsey where
the ritual of promotion or leaving is incumbent on the learning process. The rituals must be
fair, ingrained and continuously improving. Building myths is required to support and
inspire learning. It must use myths from the past and create new ones as appropriate.
Morosini makes the point that knowledge based advantage chiefly arise from the unique
ways a company manages its knowledge, as opposed to the underlying IT and IS
infrastructure.
Observation S13:

There are softer, cultural tools which complement the Leidner set in creating a
knowledge sharing environment.
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Change
The synonyms for the verb change include “alter”, “modify”, “vary”, “transform”,
“revolutionize”, “adjust” and “amend”. This indicates that change can be partial or
wholesale, trivial or comprehensive. It is also a very emotive word, and can imply
dissatisfaction, failure, fear, the need to experiment, or simple curiosity. In any non-trivial
system, change is inevitable, because the elements interfacing with the outside world
demand internal change to respond to new external variety (Beer 1972).
Intrapreneurship requires changes in the organisation. A set of frameworks is required that
allows intrapreneurship to be defined as a change process across the whole organisation,
or selectively.
There are two schools of thought with respect to organisational change. The first is the
Universalist school and the second is the Contingent school. Key theories from each are
discussed, but first a short section on system change is outlined.
Change as a Systems Issue
Pech and Oakley (2005) discuss the biological phenomenon of Hormesis, whereby a low
dosage of toxins introduced into a biological body may be beneficial due to that bodies‟
over-compensatory reaction that neutralises the toxin damage through a hardening
process. This tends to counteract other defects, and unlike evolution, prevent future
damage.
The analogy for intrapreneurship is clear. If intrapreneurship is “managed disruption”, then
the intrapreneur is a deliberately introduced change agent. The “toxin” (intrapreneur)
should be seen not as a toxic agent but as something which runs counter to the norms of
the organisation and fights against future the threat of strategic irrelevance. There are
differences, for instance the intrapreneur is part of the organisation, but one of his roles is
an external. Hormesis also requires acceptance of the open systems model.
Observation S14:

Intrapreneurship is a form of Hormesis.

Universalist Change
Cummings (2002) chronicles 6 incremental change strategies and attempts to align them
for reference using Lewin‟s (1951) Unfreeze-Change-Freeze model as the base. Though the
specifics are different for each model, the general thrust is shown to be the same.
Cummings and Wilson (2008) frame these as modernist approaches that focus on things
and people.
There seems to be some value in identifying broad-brush steps that elaborate the key
steps of incremental change and any of the models could provide input to do so.
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Quinn (1980) dissects what is seen as the realities of strategic change and challenges the
perceive wisdom of planned strategies by describing the process of “incrementalism”. With
this process, strategies are formulated and implemented proactively, and with the growing
commitment of the whole organisation. Accepting and legitimising opposing views is just
one of the many techniques used in the process.
Quinn identifies a series of process steps, which are free of context, that describe strategic
change. With appropriate caveats, Quinn believes these typify the process of making
complex strategic decisions. Incrementalism must not be interpreted as the pejorative
term “piecemeal” argues Quinn, but as a valid and pragmatic view of strategy making
because it taps into the skills and psychology of the organisation in the most productive
way.
The key steps, in brief are;
Step
Create Awareness and Commitment

Synthesis
Push potential strategic problems early on, above the noise.

Incrementally
Need Sensing

Build informal networks to get unfiltered information.

Amplifying Understanding and

Use creativity and identify alternatives to build a compelling case.

Awareness
Changing Symbols: Building

Using various techniques to show intention to the organisation.

Credibility
Legitimising new Viewpoints

Use slack to reduce uncertainty and gain acceptance.

Tactical Shifts and Partial Solutions

Pragmatism rules so changes should be accepted.

Broadening Political Support

Use committees wisely and build consensus interactively

Overcoming Opposition

Try and establish “Zones of Indifference” or “No Lose” situations.
Outflanking rather than full-frontal assault.

Structuring Flexibility

Using scanning, slack, buffering and activism to ease implementation

Systematic Waiting and Trial

Use trials to optimise solutions and optimise timing of full strategy

Concepts

launch.

Solidifying Process - Incrementally

Pushing the agenda as quickly as prudence allows

Creating Pockets of Commitment

Use small, unnamed projects to get psychological support. Build
commitment based on success.

Focusing the Organization

Use guidance and Darwinism of ideas to avoid misdirects

Managing Coalitions

Leverage power, political and knowledge considerations within
specific groups to try and widen consensus incrementally then
crystallise.

Formalizing Commitment by

Create champions or wait for champions to appear.

Empowering Champions
Continuing the Dynamics by Eroding

Continue strategic dynamism through incrementalism. Gradually

Consensus

destroy what has been created.

Table 2: Summary of Quinn’s (1980) Strategic change process steps
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These steps are likely assisted by formal strategic planning methods and recognition of
behavioural aspects of the actors involved, argues Quinn.
The value of this work in terms of the debate is that it shows strategic change as
purposeful, incremental, dynamic and flexible. It contains useful processes that can be
applied to intrapreneurship.
Sturdy and Grey (2003) challenge some of the perceived wisdom of Organisational Change
Management (OCM) by offering alternative models. They begin by revealing some of the
prejudices within OCM. For instance, OCM can label resistance as irrational, that change is
inevitably desirable, or that stability is without value. They describe OCM as
“managerialist” and organizationally- blinkered and urge the reader to consider
alternatives alongside OCM.
Post structuralist discourse concepts such as meaning, power, knowledge and
communication are identified by the authors as valid alternatives to the OCM change
approach. Here, change takes a more subtle narrative based on social contexts which are
more difficult to manage.
This paper raises important considerations to the intrapreneurship-as- change debate.
Firstly, it hints that traditional OCM approaches may ignore some discourse which is central
to the essence of intrapreneurship. Secondly, it questions whether change itself is an
appropriate metaphor to focus upon. The intrapreneur is given an extra set of tools to help
shape the future of the organisation, without the baggage of being labelled an agent of
change.
Observation S15:

Intrapreneurs and the intrapreneurship set-up team may need to use “post
structuralist” methods to win allies in the process of change.
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Contingent Change
Dunphy and Stace (1988) challenge Organizational Development (OD) theory by
suggesting it is not complete, and that a more inclusive model based on incrementalism
and transformation is possible.
The paper begins by critically evaluating OD, with particular reference to the work of Quinn
(1980). It then suggests that incrementalism was fine as an approach with stable
environments, but that the turbulent environments seen from the 80s required a new
model. They argue that the future is very difficult for management to see in turbulent
environments, and that organisations don‟t have the necessary systems and talent in the
top management for proper scanning. It is also argued that there is a (false) assumption
that incrementalism can effect large-scale change. This contributes to a reactionary not
proactive mind set, which then creates crisis points that leave the stark choice of extinction
or forced radical change. A number of conditions that demand large scale change are
identified by Dunphy and Stace, including “environmental creep”, “organizational creep”,
“diversification, acquisition, merger, shutdowns”, “industry re-organization” and “major
technological breakthroughs”.
The validity of incrementalism and transformation is discussed, and it is suggested by
Dunphy and Stace that a comprehensive change theory is needed which takes each
approach as complementary. Noting the arguments made by other academics, they see
the difference between the two not as the difference of speed or circumstance, but on the
basis of continuity.
This final point raises the issue of intrapreneurship and continuity, and it is a moot point as
to what aspects of intrapreneurship are continuities or not, and the answer may not be
simple. The final point also suggests that transformative change may not automatically be
considered “faster” than incremental change, but this too is debatable.
Observation S16:

It cannot be assumed that incremental change approaches will suffice in an uninnovative organisation.
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A discussion on the literature on Industrial Democracy is then given, laying the foundations
for “Process Strategies for Change” [figure 15].

Figure 15: A Typology of Change Strategies and Conditions for their Use: Dunphy and Stace (1988:331)

It is noted by the pair that box one, and increasingly two is the domain of OD. Box three is
often driven by large consultancies, but the trend has been to begin to include type one
mode. Finally, box four is often the domain of “corporate strategy consultants”. The model
represents two sets of continuum and it is valid for organisations, it is argued by the pair,
to combine strategies or use different ones in different parts of the organisation. The best
strategy, it is argued, should be the decision of the change agent.
It is useful to compare this paper with Vroom and Yetton‟s (1973) Normative Theory of
Leadership Effectiveness, which discusses the most appropriate decision style based upon
a set of contingency-based rules. These rules are based on the “decision quality” and
“decision acceptance”. Here the focus is the group and the manager as opposed to the
organisation, but the idea is similar.
In a later study, Dunphy and Stace (1993) used their 1988 model through studying 13
service sector organisations. It was concluded that “universal models of change
management are inadequate to describe the diversity of approaches actually used in [the]
organisations.” In other words, the 1988 contingency model was suggested to be more
appropriate. The OD model was singled out for lacking contemporary reality, especially at
the corporate level, whereas OD was more likely applied at the business level.
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In the study, the most common form of change was “Directive Transformation”, where
“directive” is the lesser form of coercion. It was also suggested that fine tuning (the lesser
incremental step) was not viable in the then “current environment”. In the few
organisations that used consultative styles, the perception from the lower ranks was that a
directive style was being used.
Observation S17:

Intrapreneurship set-up and Intrapreneurial change can be designed using the
Dunphy and Stace typology.

Beer (2001) studies high performing firms and their “imprint”, and looks at the possibility
of transforming this imprint to poor performing firms. Organisational change, whether top
down or bottom up, it is argued, needs to be looked at “...embracing the paradox inherent
in these two widely differing approaches to organisational change.”
The “Theory E and O of Change” is described as the two major forms, where E is economic
value, and O is Organisational capabilities.

Table 3: Theory E and O of Change: Beer (2001:237)

Several examples are given of each, and the cases of Asda PLC and General Electric under
Archie Norman and Jack Welch, respectively illustrate the paradoxical top down and
bottom-up change process. The dual approach can occur sequentially or simultaneously.
Beer believes that companies are not born with high capabilities, and are capable of
transformation. He notes that such change is difficult but essential, as CEOs are given little
time to prove their worth and that both models are necessary.
The top-down, bottom up model is not frequently followed for three reasons it is argued.
Firstly, most managers follow Theory E due to shareholder pressures and short-term
rewards. The problem is that Theory E creates disconnects with the employees and the
company may begin viewing them as expendable. This is also consistent with the Legge
(1993) market-based images.
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Secondly, he notes, senior managers have a tendency to make false assumptions about
“Organisations, leadership and change”, which means that technical solutions often are not
accompanied by considerations of the social systems. This is labelled by Beer as “the
fallacy of programmatic change”. Asda, on the other hand approached change within a
socio-technical context that looked at the organisation unit by unit and fostered stronger
links between the top and bottom of the organisation.
Finally, Beer states that there are “undiscussable barriers” [figure 16] to change and
learning. Top down change, it is argued, avoids complex and troublesome conversations
that may threaten the senior teams comfort zone. Six barriers, which are termed “silent
killers” are identified. These are i) “unclear strategy”, ii) “ineffective top team”, iii) “CEO
too top-down or laissez fair”, iv) “poor coordination and teamwork”, v) “poor vertical
communication”, and vi) “inadequate management development”. It is not surprising that
these are reluctantly discussed as they rest firmly with the top team.

Figure 16: The Silent Killers that Block Change and Learning: Beer (2001:241)

To solve these problems, Beer argues, management must both “manage capital market
expectations” and adopt the bottom up socio-technical systems, and introduce change
unit-by-unit. Specific change programmes are prescribed. Firstly, a coherent story must be
developed to add legitimacy. Secondly, the markets must be consulted to allow for the
necessary time to make the organisational change. Thirdly, unit managers must lead and
learn change. Finally, adds Beer, the CEO must lead change in the top as well.
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The concept of “undiscussable barriers” is very helpful to the intrapreneurship strategic
debate because it fills some of the theoretical gaps about senior management deficiency in
the intrapreneurship literature. Whilst some of these barriers spill over into the content,
they are also about processes that are the key input to the frameworks.
Observation S18:

The Beer doctrine identified the essence of intrapreneurial change by identifying
the role of the top and bottom layers and by identifying senior management
taboos which require systemic change to address.

Balogun (2003) attempts to shift the focus from middle management as change blockers
to that group as critical agents of change through a longitudinal case study. The result
showed that middle management performed four change roles as intermediaries.

Table 4: Middle managers as change intermediaries: Balogun (2003:75)

Balogun argues that managing these four roles is complex and demanding because the
“sensemaking” activities are additional to that which is the normal range of coordinating
and management activities. Thus interpretation is the seen as the critical task for middle
management. However, sense making is not often recognised within the traditional
organisation as a needful activity and may lead to role conflict. Balogun argues that the
middle management should be recognised for their activity, and that appropriate support
be provided to them.
Balogun and Johnson (2004) continue the themes of the Balogun earlier studies of the role
of middle management in the change process. Whilst the paper is about change that is
implied to be from outside the middle managers zone of influence, it shows that middle
management and senior management have different interpretations on the change
process, and will use their own language and communication network to make sense of it.
This leads to the possibility of multiple and partially incompatible meanings, which require
management skills to resolve.
Observation S19:

The Balogun findings make a compelling case for middle management as strategic
change agent and as an intrapreneurial actor.
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Philosophical Views on Change
In a thought provoking paper, Weick (2006) raises questions about “sense making” in the
“Unknowable World”, which amongst other things, summarises some of his earlier ideas.
Six themes are discussed.
“Redoing”, in the organisational context, is about identifying meaning from chaos then
attempting to order the meaning, but in the process making change. The organisation is
therefore in permanent change.
“Labelling” describes, in terms of the organisation the fact that both people and
organisations only exist as perceived concepts which nonetheless need to be seen. This
requires loose-tight properties in the organisational design to protect core value but to
increase sense making. Most people, it is argued, are uncomfortable with such sense
making but the act of sense making enables true reflection and thought.
“Discarding” is about the ironic fact that improvements are often made when the actors
involved reduce their toolkit (skills, beliefs or artefacts). Only by challenging their
perceived status as being the central player can the actor acknowledge mistakes or
fallacies and therefore improve.
“Enacting” exists because sense making is the only way of dealing in a world of chaos.
Specifically, enacting is about “shaping the world” to give answer, with minimal triggering
effort. Improvisation results and becomes self-feeding, further removed from its origin and
more flexible.
“Believing” is about the fact that sense making and organising need the energy of belief,
which makes it self-fulfilling. Weick introduces the Peirce concept of Abduction to explain,
as deduction and induction are not sufficient. Abduction at its most basic explanation,
explains reality from a chosen hypothesis.
“Substantiating” is about tackling problems by removing context, looking forward and
backward. Weick warns of “self-referential inconsistency” but concludes that sense making
is worthwhile subject of study.
Weick‟s paper provides a warning against intellectual complacency, and provides the notion
that organisations can be created by being talked about.
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Marshak (1993) identifies “machine metaphors” for change, and identifies that using the
metaphor incorrectly can restrict thinking and decision making.
Four images of change are developed, with an associated image of change agent. The
metaphors are “Fix and Maintain”, “Build and Develop”, “Move and Relocate” and “Liberate
and Recreate”. One example of each associated change agent is “Mechanic”, “Trainer”,
“Planner”, and “Visionary”.
Correctly used metaphor-intention pairs can be a powerful change tool, Marshak argues.
Situations can be diagnosed correctly and people can be aligned and prepared.
Importantly, framing the change correctly can avoid wasteful actions and lost time in the
organisation.
Marshak offers advice to managers of change. Firstly, word images must be checked for
consistency. Secondly, match literal with metaphor. Thirdly, try and describe the change
using all metaphors to gain insight. Fourthly, Use the metaphors to shape peoples
conceptions. Finally, use metaphor change to correct prevailing problematic metaphors and
inspire new thinking.
This contributes to the debate in two ways. Firstly, from a practitioners point, it provides a
toolkit for making change processes more efficient. Secondly, from a strategic point, it
adds credence to the post-structuralist change debate without the need to understand
content.
Observation S20:

In steering the argument away from the content of change to the context, both
Weick and Marshak provide the strategist with change tools that can help “sell”
and enact the changes required for intrapreneurial behaviour.
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Innovation Strategy
Leifer and Rice (2000) review the literature to distinguish between “breakthrough” and
“incremental” innovation characteristics. They state that “management processes for
breakthrough innovation are different from those for incremental innovation”, and believe
that Cooper‟s (1990) Stage Gate system is too linear for breakthrough innovation.
They identify 8 mechanisms for stimulating breakthrough innovation, through empirical
study. They see the first three as fitting in the Burgelman (1983) concept of top-down,
induced strategy and the last five as bottom-up, forced strategy. This is summarised in
table 5;
Mechanism
Topdown

Synthesis

Articulating Holy Grails

Industry transforming technical breakthrough.

Articulating Strategic Intent

Action through heightened awareness.

Issuing RFPs

Response to immediate core business threats.

Promoting Connections to External

Primary and secondary scientific research has been

Sources of Technical Information

shown by academics to improve idea generation.

Promoting opportunity recognition

Use people closest to the research.

Idea Screening

Thoroughly filtering or improving ideas through
research prior to engaging senior management.

Bottomup

Creating Incubating Org Structures

Separation from ongoing business activity due to its

that cross internal and external

different timelines, high risk profile and differing

boundaries.

reward structure need.

Catalyzing Individual Initiative

Four types of innovator are indentified; “creative
scientists and engineers”, “opportunity recognizers”,
“multiple champions [technical, project, senior team,
business unit] and supporters”, and “project team
leaders and members”. Leifer and Rice believe that
the individual rather than the organisational
structure is the key for this type of innovation.

Table 5: Leifer and Rice (2000) breakthrough innovation methods summarised

Gilbert (1994) makes similar distinctions between radical and incremental but goes on to
make the case for the market “First Mover” paradigm as the stimulating event. He makes
the case that the firm‟s position in the eyes of the market will drive the appropriate
innovation strategy. Some firms, it is argued are built on newness and innovation, whereas
others are positioned as stable and reliable, and most fall somewhere in between. Thus
companies have innovation strategies that lie within the proactive-reactive continuum. It is
argued that proactive innovation strategies are more product led, whereas reactive one are
more process and competitor led. Both strategies, Gilbert argues, have their merits, but
should be chosen according to the competencies and history of the organisation.
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This paper follows credible logic, but does not consider the position of distressed or underperforming companies who may need to change their innovation strategy. It is the purpose
of intrapreneuring to not only innovate in product and process, but to force paradigmshifting strategic change.
The reader who wishes for a more comprehensive review should obtain “Inside corporate
innovation strategy, structure and managerial skills”, (Burgelman and Sayles 1986). This is
the most highly referenced work on corporate innovation. The author was unable to obtain
this work in Argentina.

Power and Decisions
The intrapreneur needs to “win friends and influence people” (Carnegie 1936), but
charisma and sincerity will not be enough. In order to make decisions and win arguments,
the use of appropriate power will be necessary. This is because “managed disruption”
implies wilful processes that will upset existing structures, conceptions and power bases. It
was considered that there was little need to have a detailed debate about power, and that
acknowledgement of its existence and form would be sufficient.
Wilson (2003:403) creates a simple schema comparing animal to human behaviour.
Whereas animals do things instinctively, humans have to balance conflicting interests of
other parties and their own instincts. It is contingent upon the power the human possesses
that translates the conflict into action.
Wilson then identifies eight sources of power (Wilson 2003:405). The first is Formal
Authority, the second is “Control of formal decision processes and structures”. The third is
control of scarce resources, and the forth is control of boundaries. The fifth is control of
technology, and the sixth is control of interpersonal alliances and networks. The seventh is
“Symbols, language and the language of meaning”, and the eight is “Charisma and the
ability to deal with uncertainty”. A couple of “power profiles” are given as examples in the
form of a spider graph.
Knowing this, one way the organisation can shape the intrapreneurial process, is to design
roles and structure in both the formal and informal structures of the organisation to
facilitate the necessary conditions for intrapreneurs to act. They should build in
contradictions and barriers as well, as an implicit need of the intrapreneur is to push
against the system. This goes back to the concept of “Managed Disruption”.
Observation S21:

Intrapreneurs can be bestowed power by the organisation and by virtue of their
own psychologies. Too little power or too much power will prevent the type of
change in which intrapreneurship can thrive.
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HR
Human resources are critical to intrapreneurship because the concept is about the
individual, the group and the organisation. HR must identify, nurture and empower the
requisite talents.
Legge (2003) makes the case for viewing employees through different images, to highlight
some of the complex issues in strategic organising. These images are the employee as;
“market-commodity”, “market-resource/asset”, “market-customer” and “community-family
member”, and “community-team member”. After a review of HRM thinking models, Legge
introduces an interesting mapping of these images to Porter‟s generic strategy matrix
(Porter 1980). In discussing the learning organisation “assets, team players and family
members”, Legge reminds us of the oft quoted Weick and Westley (1996) remark that
“Organizing and learning are essentially antithetical process...” and notes that “double loop
learning” may be contrary to the organisational form. It is noted by Legge that power and
boundaries are natural consequences of organising and therefore free flowing knowledge is
not possible. The point is made that managers must become facilitators rather than
controllers, but this may raise the question about their added value and reward unless
everyone shares the rewards. Finally, the Icarus paradox of successful “recipes” is
discussed together with the role of national culture, and its tendency towards style of
organising.
Legge continues that each image has positive and negative connotations, and deconstructs
the positive and negative. For instance, just as “asset” is positive, it can also be exploited.
Similarly, “team players” are infinitely interchangeable. For the negative, “commodities”
demand the market rate. In conclusion, Legge identifies four paradoxical requisites of
managing people. These are “stability and change”, “resource and commodity”, “care and
control”, and “enact and obscure the commodity status of nominally free labour”.
Observation S22:

The Legge paradoxes must be accommodated in the strategic models.

Boxall and Purcell (2000) discuss strategic HRM. The paper highlights the debates on “best
fit “ and “best practice” models, and the HRM within the resource based view of the firm.
Strategic HRM is “strategic choices associated with the use of labour in firms and [the
explanation of] why some firms manage them more effectively than others”. Specifically,
HR policies, HR processes and contribution to sustained competitive advantage should be
considered. These, it is argued are fraught with difficulty in analysis.
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They continue; The “Best Fit” school argues that HR strategy is optimal when aligned with
the internal and external context so that HR reinforces the firm‟s performance based upon
its competitive position. This is criticised by the pair as being complex to implement and
ignorant of dynamics. It is better, they argue, for a current fit and future flexibility to be
built simultaneously and that some “constructive tensions” should be developed in policy.
The authors believe that the “Best Practice” model argues a universal approach, based on
selection, training, appraisal and pay. It is argued that these “silos” exclude other
important areas, and that much of best practice is not universally agreed. Also, it is
argued, that best practice is incompatible with sustained advantage (by definition) and
that the various stakeholders interests will create different, and possibly incompatible
demands on what best practice should be. A strong case against Best Practice is made.
Boxall and Purcell believe that it is better to focus on principles, especially those that align
management and worker interests. This means that consultation should be used, and that
the promised becomes the delivered. In summary, this means Best Principles,
Contingency-led methods.
Observation S23:

Intrapreneurship HR strategy must be based on best principles, not best practice.

The final debate on HRM with RBV raises interesting points. It is argued that firms are
partially idiosyncratic so it is HR‟s remit to identify the sources of strategic competitive
advantage, and the sources of failure. The firm‟s ability to learn is a key underpinning.
Citing others, Boxall and Purcell state that HR practice is unlikely to be “rare, inimitable
and non-substitutable”. Therefore the leading firm has the advantage and for that firm,
retention is the key, and this may more likely be achieved by subtle changes to soft
systems. Referring to an earlier Boxall work, the paper describes differences between
“Human Capital Advantage” and “Organizational Process Advantage”. The former is
possible where people have “valuable but rare knowledge and skills, which are embedded
by being to some extent firm-specific”. The latter is about difficult to imitate, complex
processes. “Human Resource Advantage”, is seen as a product of both, but is difficult to
achieve. The solution, requires the building of Human Capital Structures (gain and retain
talent) and “Fostering learning and organizational agility”. In this debate, more research is
needed, the paper concludes.
The arguments made are that process advantage and HR advantage are separated but
related, and that best principles with context specific methods will work best.
Intrapreneurship has to be seen as having a positive Human Resource advantage benefit.
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Wenger and Snyder (2000) discuss Communities of Practice (CoP). The importance of
knowledge in the firm and the success of organisational forms of the [then] recent past is
noted. Communities of Practice, in brief are “people informally bound together by shared
expertise and passion for a joint enterprise”.
It is noted that the primary output is knowledge. Wenger and Snyder question the [then]
lack of prevalence, despite cases of their uptake in well known firms have been shown to
work well. It is suggested that firstly, the idea has been around for centuries but did not
have a label. Second, only vanguard companies have introduced them. Thirdly, they are
difficult to form and integrate into the organisation, due to their organic nature – they
resist mandate. The key, argues the pair, is to build the infrastructure for them to form
and to measure the output differently. A number of benefits are given, and these strongly
correspond to the intrapreneurial agenda in terms of strategy building, new business,
problem solving, skills development, and talent development. The arguable difference is
“transfer of best practice”.
They continue; CoPs have a flexible form and membership and distinct purposes,
belonging, reason for membership and longevity to those of other forms of organising such
as the formal work group, or the project team or the informal network. The key purpose is
capability development and exchange. The membership is self selecting and the “glue” is
based on passion and identification. It will last as long as interest is maintained. The other
forms have purposes of specific delivery, and membership is by invitation. Goals and needs
are the glue, and apart from informal networks, there is an implicit duration.
Examples are given by the authors of firms who were able to tap into valuable knowledge
due to the work of self-selecting CoPs. It is believed that CoPs need nurturing, not
managing. For instance, the manager could identify potential communities and give the
infrastructure needed. The identification part requires some formal process to gage the
real interest and value, and the infrastructure part can be provided by an official sponsor
who coaches and resources, but does not manage. The best way of measurement, it is
argued, is to listen to anecdotal evidence which can often result in tangible savings or new
revenues.
In summary, the paper believes that the form will become more common, and
organisations will be able to tap into hidden knowledge assets as long as the paradoxical
necessity of management is understood.
Observation S24:

An intrapreneurial team must be based on community of practice ideals, and make
it an objective to instil these ideals to the rest of the organisation.

Observation S25:

An existing CoP could be an ideal candidate for an intrapreneurial team.
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Alternative Strategic Thinking
Intrapreneurship as organic diversification
According to Ramanujam and Varadarajan (1989), diversification is “the entry of a firm or
business unit into new lines of activity, either by processes of internal business
development or acquisition, which entails changes in its administrative structure, systems
and other management processes.”.
Pushing aside the debates of diversification effectiveness, it is clear that intrapreneurship
shows these attributes in the form of internal business development. If Rumelt‟s (1974)
findings are still valid today, then “dominant constrained or “related constrained”
diversification would be the strongest performing ventures, all other things considered
equal. WBS (2006) gives a thorough literature view and highlights academic arguments
that counter Rumelt‟s conclusions, including the importance of industry sector and the level
of firm or market distress. WBS continue; From a financial perspective, agency theory
indicates that unrestrained management will diversify in search of private benefits and that
diversified firms trade at discounts.
The arguments put forward, regardless of their conclusions suggest that relatedness,
sector and market distress levels, and management constraint are important. Therefore
the apparent scope and power of the intrapreneur will affect firm performance. This should
be considered with Weick‟s (2006) points about Discarding. There is a need to identify
what artefacts of the past should be discarded and what should be continued, and neither
intrapreneur nor organisation can answer this question in isolation.
Intrapreneurship as an inward M&A
This may not seem an obvious strategic framework set to examine, but the intrapreneur
would seem to fit quite comfortably into the Angwin (2003) metaphors of the M&A
figurehead as explorer and acquirer. The key difference is that the exploration is strategic,
and both internal and external, and the acquisition is of internal resources.
Angwin makes the case for the acquirer as an explorer by describing motivation, the
legitimising process, the various styles of exploration, personality, the importance of
knowledge, the cyclical nature of M&A and the inevitable fact that boundaries will be
redrawn after the “conquest”.
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Angwin provides an interesting analysis on post-acquisition integration styles by looking at
the dimensions of the “acquisitions strategic independence”, and the “capability/resource
interaction”. Ignoring its original purpose, this framework yields some interesting
hypotheses about managing intrapreneurial ventures.
Acquisitions Strategic Independence
Low

High

Isolate

Maintain

(inorganic, related
diversification)

(inorganic,
unrelated
diversification)

Subjugate
(business as usual,
not a true
intraprise)

Collaborate
(leverage
capabilities:
intraprise)

Low
Capability/
resource
interaction

High

Table 6: Post-acquisition management styles: adapted from Angwin (2003:256)

It could be argued that the intrapreneurial activity needs to be based on high capability
and resource interaction because the intrapreneur is creating ventures from within, and
these would be based on intellectual ideas, processes or physical resources. Thus Isolation
and Maintenance cannot apply. It is argued that Subjugation is not a valid approach, as
this suggests business-as-usual. The conclusion is that the intraprise must be based on a
model of collaboration. This makes sense as the strategic aim of the intraprise is to change
the strategic agenda and collaboration implies a trade of resource/competency for future
benefits and knowledge enhancement.
Observation S26:

Intrapreneurship is a form of exploration that includes the important dimensions of
personality, rationalism and trade-offs.

Internal marketing as a vehicle for change
Piercy and Morgan (1991) make the case for an internal marketing strategy. The
underlying logic is that the internal market can be viewed as having similarities to the
external one, and that ideas must be sold and irrationalities overcome. In order to
implement strategic change, it is argued that managers must have plans and strategies to
overcome organisational barriers.
Piercy and Morgan believe that internal customer segments should be identified and
marketed to, in conjunction with external segmenting and marketing. The internal program
has 4 elements; “Product” (the strategy or plan), “Price” (the psychological cost of
change), “Communications”, and “Distribution” (the human resource needs, using the
company culture). The paper continues; the internal marketer (what the dissertation
author sees as the proxy for intrapreneur) needs to understand the “rational” (organisation
techniques and systems), “power”, and “politics”.
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These are shown mapped against the 4 elements as a composition for the internal
marketing programme [figure 17].

Figure 17: Levels of internal marketing: Piercy and Morgan (1991:86)

The paper makes the case for the internal marketing programme as a means of strategic
change, leveraging external market needs and linking these for the need for internal
changes. Middle management is identified as a group of key change agents. Piercy and
Morgan make the case for increasing awareness for this change technique and the use of
training to increase its effectiveness. It is not sufficient, it is argued just to have an
internal sell activity. Piercy and Morgan, with reference to an earlier Piercy paper, make
the case for iterative, incremental strategic change led from the middle layers knowledge
of competencies and resources.
Observation S27:

Aside from the contentious incrementalism suggestion, the concept of internal
marketing has strong merit for intrapreneurship.
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6.

Intrapreneurship and its Place in Strategy

The strategic literature review shows that Intrapreneurship has multiple strategic
elements. This conclusion was made by mapping the findings of the intrapreneurship
literature onto candidate frameworks to identify areas of commonality and gaps.
Therefore it is not possible to ignore the strategic element, as to do so would be to reduce
the phenomena to (at best) a useful tactical ploy, or (at worst) a management fad.
If intrapreneurship is “Managed Disruption” then it implies wilful change that has
organisational consent. The decision to act intrapreneurially is a strategic decision but
intrapreneurship may challenge strategic decisions. It implies that there are known and
unknown defects in the current strategy.
A firm has Operations Strategies, Marketing Strategies and Finance Strategies. In fact the
term strategy can be suffixed to almost all areas of the Porterian value chain. The term
strategy is useful because it elevates and focuses attention and implies gravity and the
long term. At a functional level this is valid.
Returning to the Kumpe and Bolwijn (1994) observations on performance dimensions of
the firm, it was noted that from the 60s to the 90s, these were by decade, efficiency,
quality, flexibility and innovativeness. By turn, each of these dimensions was at first
competitive advantage, then a critical success factor. At the epoch of competitive
advantage for each, there was an individual strategy for each which, over time would often
be integrated into the functional area strategies. For instance, few larger organizations
now have a quality strategy – it has become part of the company DNA and is addressed
within each of the functions.
If an organisation decides to become more “intrapreneurial”, it is making a statement of
intent. If an organisation has become more intrapreneurial through the grass roots, it has
shown intent. The prime, and possibly only, target audience of this intent will be the
internal organisation. This is because the desire to be intrapreneurial, whilst valid, is not an
end in itself and as such may not affect shareholders, suppliers, customers or publics until
enacted.
An intent to be more intrapreneurial is fraught with risk as it requires system changes
within the organization, which may not have the competencies to do so. Developing
Zahra‟s (1993) logic, a company will be more likely to introduce intrapreneuring (planned)
when it perceives a future problem, or perceives a lack of opportunity recognition.
All of the above does not mean that intrapreneurship is not strategic. The classic literature
on strategy is very clear.
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For instance, two well-known definitions are (WBS2006b);
“..the determination of the basic long term goals and objectives of an enterprise, and the
adoption of courses of action and the allocation of resources necessary for carrying out these
goals…”
Alfred P. Chandler (1962)
“...a unified, comprehensive, and integrated plan designed to ensure that the basic objectives of
the enterprise are achieved…”
William F. Glueck (1980)

Intrapreneurship is a course of action, which need resources allocated to it. It is also a
comprehensive plan that intends to help deliver organizational objectives. It is not a long
term goal however because it is not an end in itself.
It is worth considering the Hamel and Prahalad (1989) ground-breaking publication on
strategic intent which went much further. It considered strategy intent as having direction
(the future vision), discovery (unique to the company) and destiny (emotional glue). At the
heart of this, was the idea of the strategic intent process that focused the organisation on
a simple goal, stretched competencies, broke the comfort zone and empowered
individuals.
Intrapreneurship may therefore be a means to discover strategic intent, or a tool to help
enact the strategic intent process, or both.
It also must be considered that intrapreneurship is a competence (the ability to drive
innovation/new ventures and organizational change), a resource (the intrapreneur, the
intrapreneurial team), and an emerging cultural phenomena.
At its simplest, intrapreneurship is a strategic process because it is a coordinated set of
activities that shape strategic vision or help enact the strategy. In other words it fuels
emergent and planned strategies. It is both resource and market based, and has as wide a
reach as marketing in the organization. It resists definition because its raison d’être is to
challenge the strategy by new discovery. It is not a company strategy but a strategic
posture (Coyne and Subramanian 1996).
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The exclusion of functional area strategies in the debate
Marketing is about “….identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer needs profitably”
(CIM 2009), but arguably does not address the internal resource based dimensions
sufficiently to cover intrapreneurship. For instance, in the study of the exchange
relationship, the Marketing Strategy looks externally for needs and through analysis
strategically configures assets and resources to meet those needs with the goal of some
future profit and market share. What it doesn‟t always do is look at the opportunity by
making new propositions based on new resource linkages and organizational competencies.
In the world of intrapreneuring, both market based and resource based linkages are made
simultaneously. It should be made clear though that intrapreneurs can operate in the
marketing function, and that marketers must be in intrapreneurial teams.
Marketing strategies and intrapreneurship are linked both ways. The latter will affect the
former to a high degree. The former will affect the latter in terms of capabilities (such as
market scanning) which are important but the rest is specific and therefore irrelevant. The
relevant capabilities can be considered important resource and cultural artefacts ,and will
be noted and modelled but generic marketing strategies do not need to be included.
Finance Strategies and Intrapreneurship are linked both ways. A finance strategy may
affect if and how quickly intrapreneurship is implemented, but it does not affect to any
significant degree the non-resourcing aspects of intrapreneurship. Intrapreneurship may
significantly affect finance strategies in the long run, as changes to inputs, outputs,
capabilities and business models will likely require new configurations of debt, shareholder
capital and payout policies. This however is about the specific and unknown intrapreneurial
programs and therefore irrelevant.
Corporate Strategies, in a similar vein, are closely linked to intrapreneurship. By corporate
strategy, it is meant the type of relationship a Corporation has with its subsidiaries. These
may have profound effects on the intrapreneurial climate, and intrapreneurship may cause
some changes over time to corporate structures. The moderating factors, which are
capabilities, have been noted, but the specifics must be ignored. It is false to make an
assertion that corporate strategy must change in order to improve intrapreneurial
processes because the specifics are unknown.
Observation S28:

Intrapreneurship is strategic.
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7.

Phase 3: Process Modelling

Introduction to the transformation processes
Transformation, in the following arguments means taking inputs and creating outputs. The
size, type, timing and success of those transformations are not implied. The inputs or
outputs can be tangible, intangible or in some circumstances missing. Inputs and outputs
can be combined or separate.
In this section, only findings from the intrapreneurship literature are used, aside from a
short Beer (1972) VSM analogy. The author‟s only input at this stage is synthesis through
inductive reasoning, and presentation. This is deliberate as it is designed to show the
levels of strategy currently present and missing in the debate such that the gaps may be
filled at the modelling stage.
No specific citations are used in this section for three reasons. The first is that many
attributes belong to multiple authors. Secondly, there is an issue of labelling clarity, and
thirdly the process of synthesis will have combined different terminology of differing
authors. Burgelman‟s (1983) process model is specifically credited, but a different
approach has been used and has drawn on much work of the later literature set. Thus all
citations that are in the literature review on intrapreneurship are credited here for the
model set and commentaries. The key difference presented is a far more extensive and
integrated model set than those in the literature.

High level transformations
Overview
The following schema shows the highest level view of intrapreneurship. This is simply a
sequence of trigger-setup-intrapreneuring.

Intrapreneurially
challenged

A) TRIGGER
PROCESSES

B) INTRAPRISE
SET-UP
PROCESSES

organisation

C) INTRAPRISE
PROCESES

More intrapreneurial
organisation

Schema 1: High level view of intrapreneuring
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Trigger Processes
An organisation must identify and nurture its emergent intrapreneurial activities or set
them up. Intraprises can be formed at the top, middle or bottom of the organisation
hierarchies, and can be resultant of internal or external stimuli with operational or strategic
dimensions, and dimensions of opportunity or threat.
Resource led

Market led

(internal)

(external)

Senior/ Strategic,
Intent

Capability led

Position led
/\

(Pull mandate)
Middle

Strategic-Operational Pragmatism

Operational and
Product/process

emergent

Problem or
\/

innovation led

(Push events)

Opportunity led

Schema 2: Trigger Processes

The specifics of the processes are content driven so cannot be stated but the typology
given above shows the 5 possible types.
Set-up transformation processes
There are three distinct transformations for the set-up processes.

Hiring

Role
lists

Empower

Streaming
and
Pairing

Intraprise
team

Selecting

Schema 3: Set-up Processes
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Hiring is the optional transformation process of a human resource need to a fulfilled
position. In the case of the intrapreneurial team, the intrapreneur will be involved in the
team building process. In the case of hiring an intrapreneur, the organisation will need to
consider not only the social and technical skills required for the job but evidence of
personality that can contribute to and resolve certain paradoxes. The intrapreneur is not a
normal hire, so middle to senior management involvement in this process will be essential.
Intrapreneur selecting has two paths. The first is to go about an internal version of the
hiring process. The second and preferred path is to scan the HR environment for nascent,
self-selected intrapreneurs.
Empowerment changes the dynamic of a team or an individual by adding discretional and
autonomous elements into the job design or objective list. The key activities are role
analysis, role reengineering, and training. The critical outputs are productivity gains, staff
retention (a form of productivity gain) and knowledge spillovers.
Intrapreneur streaming and paring is about identifying different classes of intrapreneur
amongst the self-selected set, or about applying role criteria in the case of intrapreneur
hiring. Intrapreneurs can be innovation focussed (creative) or have more administrative
abilities, or a combination of both. Within the innovative group, there can be specialists in
products and services or processes. The literature reminds us that skills can be taught, but
pairing creatives with administrative intrapreneurs can be more effective.
The key enablers are a good, unified physical environment and sensitive HR support.
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Intrapreneurial Transformation Processes
Macro Model
Intrapreneurship requires many firm inputs and applies complex processes to transform
those inputs to enhanced outputs. Resource gains are more likely realised over the long
than the short term. The macro model separates content and context from process to
enable clean separation in lower level transformations and to enable clearer strategic
framework mapping.
The macro model below shows critical inputs and outputs to intrapreneurship, and the
transformational properties of intrapreneurship.

Learning, measuring and Improvement cycle

INTRAPRENEURIAL

Culture
People

Blocks

Structures, processes and
rules
Existing prod/mkt. positions

Filters

Knowledge

PROCESSES

INTRAPRENEURIAL
CONTENT & CONTEXT

Resource gains
Catalysts

Resources (including capital)

Existing Strategies

New comp‟s/cap‟s

Enablers

Competencies and capabilities

(over time)

Enhanced knowledge
Enhanced strategies, agility
More organic structures,
processes and rules
New projects, ventures and
positions
Changed culture
Intrapreneurs +
intrapreneurial teams

Trigger
Processes

Schema 4: Macro process model

The intrapreneurial processes will only be activated if there are non-trivial problems or
opportunities (implying a non-steady state). The activation is also incumbent on ideas and
some degree of organisational mandate. Intrapreneurship in the steady-state may be
counter-productive as creative forces may be dampened due to lack of implementation
will. A mandate is the implicit or explicit acceptance and sanction of intrapreneurial activity
in the organisation. An implicit mandate includes the possibility of unknown but
PROCESSES

unencumbered intrapreneurship. The mandate is always internal, but may come indirectly
from external pressure. Problems, opportunities or ideas can come from internal or
external sources.
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As well as receiving problems, opportunities, ideas and a mandate, intrapreneurial
processes may also create or modify them, as an open system. It is perfectly valid for a
new problem to arise as a result of proactive market activity, as exploration is an
interactive process. The mandate will also change if intrapreneurial processes are seen to
be working or failing.
Filters represent the mechanisms within the firm that dampen or remove, internally or
externally sourced knowledge or communications. Unlike blocks, they are hard to identify
and rectify because they are ingrained in the culture and human nature. Enablers and
blocks are identified entities which enhance or diminish intrapreneurial activity. Catalysts
are entities which proactively add value to the processes, rather than how enablers
passively do so. The intrapreneur, the team and the sponsor are catalysts.
Intrapreneurship as 4 concurrent transformation process types
The intrapreneurship literature review identified over 60 transformations, and after careful
analysis, 4 major types were identified. Some transformations could be classed as more
than one type but the dominant type was classified. The identified transformation types
are “Organising”, “Performing”, “Supporting” and “Individual”.
These types are fully interlinked, but are conceptually different. This grouping is also
important because it implies simultaneous action. Therefore intrapreneurship is shown to
be about outcomes (performance), individual processes and organisational change.
Schematically, they can be represented:

Firm
outputs
1
Organising
(intelligence)

3
Performing
(operations)

Individual
gains

Firm
gains

2
Individual
(identity)
Firm
inputs

Schema 5: The 4 transformation process types
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Organising transformation processes are about establishing or changing organisational
frameworks within which intrapreneurial processes must sit. These activities provide the
context for intrapreneurship. The systems perspective (Beer 1972) may consider this
cluster as the intelligence functions.
Individual transformation processes are a special case, and is about behaviours and actions
specific to the individual, with respect to their own psychological contract (Rousseau
1995). The intrapreneur, it is assumed, is in that role because it was wanted. The traits of
the individual, negotiating the reward system and rationalising the context need to be
considered. In systems thinking, this may be considered the identity element.
Supporting transformations are about the softer systems of an organisation which enable
the intrapreneur to cut through boundaries and expedite intrapreneurial processes. This
would be considered, in the systems perspective as the coordinating functions and the
control activities.
Performing transformations cover the broad action classes of intrapreneurship. It is the
process, not the content which is of interest. In systems parlance, these would be
considered as the operational elements.
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Organising
Organising is about human resources and structure, strategy, managing, and culture.
There is an implicit understanding that organising is in the domain of the senior
management, but that the intrapreneurial processes, which are performed at the middle or
lower levels, create organisational impetus for change.
HR and structural transformations
HR and structuring are grouped together as they have a common purpose; creating the
most effective configurations for human performance. All processes outside of the “HR
initial set-up domain” are ongoing, and are driven by the intrapreneur. Those fully or
partially within the domain are driven by HR and the intrapreneur.
Team building takes the foundations of the set-up processes and puts together real or
virtual teams for the specific purpose of intrapreneurial activity, with the assistance of the
intrapreneur. Ideally, the team members will self-select.
Training is about providing more technically skilled intrapreneurs with a set of resources
and training to bolster their management skills.
The intrapreneur may create changes to the structure, recommend them or be a catalyst
for change.

Create
internal
market

Team
building

Training

HR initial
set-up
domain

Rule
shaping

Restructuring

Boundary
blurring &
Spanning

New
Structures

Schema 6: HR and structural processes

The schema above shows two possible precursors to a formal restructuring process. The
first optional process is create internal market, which is designed to introduce choice,
competition, innovation and efficiencies. This complex process requires highly competent
planning and execution and opinion is divided about its effectiveness. The alternatives or
complements are strategic outsourcing and joint ventures.
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Boundary blurring & spanning is about flexing and navigating the current organisational
structure. This activity would be monitored to provide clues about the type of permanent
structural changes necessary.
Restructuring can be global or local, and vary in intensity. It is content and context
specific, but the literature points to autonomous groups and matrix structures with flexible
organisations as helpful.
Rule shaping is an ongoing process that takes the current structure and culture together
with the operating environment and creates a set of rules.
Strategy transformation processes
Other
transformation
outputs
Strategic

Strategy

innovation

building

New
Strategies
and
postures

Schema 7: Strategy-forming Processes

The schema shown above brings to the fore two implicit assumptions. Firstly, that
intrapreneurship creates or is a consequence of strategic innovation. The second is that
strategy building must have an emergent element. Intrapreneurial strategies may be
combined with other strategies. The content of the resultant strategies is the combined
output and synergy of the other transformations.
It can be seen that this transformation set is under-represented and this reflects the
literature‟s relative lack of strategic process analysis.
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Culture transformation processes
There are two processes highly relevant to intrapreneurship, followed by a general process
of culture shaping.

Myth
generation

Culture
Shaping

Changed
Culture

Risk
shaping

Schema 8: Culture-shaping Processes

Myth generation may be part of culture shaping, but it has a special resonance in
intrapreneurship as the intrapreneur is asking extraordinary performance and commitment
from the team and the wider organisation.
Culture shaping can be achieved by any number of well-known theories, some of which are
included in the strategy literature review. The content is not discussed.
Organisation risk shaping is a process whereby new cultural values create changes in the
organisations attitude to risk. This in turn changes the intrapreneur‟s risk behaviours.
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Support
Supporting is about knowledge and learning, communication and the role of middle
management. Middle management is deliberately separated from organising, although it is
clearly in both categories.
Knowledge and Learning process transformations

Discoveries,
Market information,
Noise

Social
knowledge
learning

Diffusion

Training

Knowledge

Informed

management

action

management

Schema 9: Knowledge processes

Knowledge management is the centre transformation that captures knowledge from
various sources through the process of diffusion and social knowledge learning, to create
actionable information and training processes. To some extent, diffusion is included in the
knowledge management processes, but is show here to maintain Honig‟s (2001) 3 steps in
the process. Social knowledge learning is about discoveries from the organisations informal
networks and soft systems.
Communication process transformations
It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to discuss communication process
transformations, but they were identified in the literature as important. Clearly,
organisational culture and structure and the intrapreneur‟s abilities and characteristics will
shape the effectiveness of communication. The most important aspect for intrapreneurship
is visioning. This is a transformation of ideas and organisational realities into a focusing
and inspiring mission. The process can be originated by the intrapreneur and refined by the
senior team, or vice versa.
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Middle management transformations
The middle management transformation set is completely interconnected and therefore is
not shown diagrammatically.
Linking administrative staff & technocrats is about removing barriers and facilitating
understanding between differing functions of the organisation, using shared vision. The
literature revealed that sub-cultures and organisational silos create blocks that must be
overcome by boundary roles.
The middle manager must also manage uncertainty by interpreting the organisational
environment, and the strategic vision to provide clarity of purpose. The process is bidirectional as both the operational level and the senior level will need this middle
management view.
Liaising with senior management is a more formal form of agenda pushing, but contains
the assumption that middle management have privileged access to the senior team, as
opposed to the non-middle-management intrapreneur. The middle manager may have
benefits of credibility and position.
Product championing (or project, process or service) is a process that can cover many
actions, but in essence it is executive support of intrapreneurial activities that result in
innovation. The subtle difference with liaising is that it is often a formal role within the
organisation whereas liaising relies on informal networks. The key inputs are business and
project plans, and the key output is resource guarantees.
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Performing
Performing is about resource seeking, scanning, disrupting and agenda pushing, innovating
and delivering. It is all centred around the innovation process. The rationale is that the
intrapreneur has both a change function (the organising transformations) and a
performance function (adding value). A critical by-product of strong performance is an
imperative for structural, strategic and cultural change.

Team
managing
and
supporting

Internal
and
external
Scanning
Improving

Added
value
Delivering

Innovating

Resource
seeking

Agenda
Pushing

Cultural,
Strategic &
Structural
imperative
and
impetus

Schema 10: Performance processes

Internal and external scanning
This contains the processes of monitoring and analysing the internal and external
environment. These should be key competencies. The main block is lack of opportunity
thought.
Resource seeking
The intrapreneur will need to undertake help hunting and resource hunting. This will be
achieved by agenda pushing and delivering. There is an assumed cost-benefit trade-off for
each party involved. The key blocks are scarcity and resource competition.
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Innovating
Innovating is a central and complex process set. There are 6 types of innovation detailed
by (Honig 2001). The following process model is generic and is built on evidence from the
intrapreneurship literature, not classic innovation models.

Hypothesizing

Customer
strategic
need
linking

Problem
solving

Configuration
stretching

Idea
Screening

Creativity

Technicalneed
linking

Business
planning

Value
Propositions

Learning and
problem loop

Schema 11: Innovation processes

Most of these processes are self explanatory, but three are worth highlighting. Technicalneed linking is a resource based approach to solving customer problems, whereas
customer strategic need linking is more market based. Thus both resources and markets
define the inputs to problem solving. There is an iterative process of creativity-hypothesisproblem solving. Creativity is enhanced by the intrapreneur‟s attempts at configuration
stretching, which is about creating new synergistic value. Normal idea screening processes
are followed, then business planning processes are followed for valuable ideas. These ideas
however may need refinement after business planning and the process will require needs
analysis again to start the refinement cycle.
Agenda pushing
Agenda pushing is a set of processes that aim to advance the intrapreneurial agenda,
whether they are gaining inputs, influence or mandates. The first three processes are
simultaneous and therefore do not need to be put into a schema. The final process is
dependent on the first three.
Networking and seeking allies is a process that is essential to the intrapreneur. It requires
activity within the formal boundaries of the organisation, and the use of informal networks
to advance agendas. Closely related to this is politicking which is specifically about creating
hooks and power agendas in the organisation, for future benefits.
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The third process is organisational risk taking which is a form of non-innovation risk. It is
about doing reasonably things in the organisation that are not allowed, or not obviously
allowed, to enhance the intraprise. The intrapreneur will need to “ask for forgiveness not
permission” (Pinchot and Pellman 1999).
Driving and strategic forcing is a process of creating a compelling intraprise vision for the
senior team that provides further mandates for the intrapreneur and the project, and
provides sufficient evidence to enable the intrapreneur and the senior team to make
strategic changes. Second to delivery, this activity is the most important for the
intrapreneur, and it is almost unique to the role and difficult to execute.
The key enablers for these activities are good use of modesty and discretion, the intelligent
execution of politics and power, and the ability to create compelling business plans with a
strategic bias.
Power and politics is a double edged sword, and the intrapreneur may be held back by
opposing forces in the organisation due to resource clashes, power base perceived threats
or flawed intrapreneurial logic or execution.
Team managing
This process group is separate from organising because it is directly integrated with
performance.
The intrapreneur will perform the normal processes involved in team managing and
supporting, and these are not elaborated here. Linked to this process is negotiating for the
team, whereby the intrapreneurial output will be presented as a case for improved
rewards, conditions and status.
Gatekeepering is a process of collecting, filtering and managing information identified by
team members and other members of the organisation, and can relate to technical,
organisational or business information.
The biggest enabler for team managing processes is the creation of a performance gap
(McGinnis and Verney 1987), which neatly captures the essence of intrapreneurship and
links outcomes to motivation. The biggest handicap will be a poor original team set-up, as
processes of team managing and supporting will be diverted in part to non productive
usage.
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Delivering Product
Delivering is more than just delivering the final product. It is about delivering a vision and
blueprint of change. The intrapreneur must handle the delivery process deftly to maximise
the effectiveness of the intrapreneurial processes.
A key process is filtering, which is where the intrapreneur must create further desire within
the organisation, by creating incremental deliveries of improvement or making a delivery
that exceeds expectation.
Negotiation is the process of leveraging successful delivery within the organisation, and is
closely linked to agenda pushing.
Improving
This is about measuring and refining the deliverables, and is part of a continuous feedback
loop.
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Individual
Individual activity is about some of the behavioural and cognitive aspects of the model.
Behavioural transformation is best described by the schema below, which succinctly shows
the relationship between the individual and the situation, and how this interplay shapes
performance.

Schema 12: The effect of individual characteristics and situational factors on performance: WBS (2005:1)

Most individual behaviour in intrapreneurship will be shaped by motivation and the
underlying traits of the individual. It is beyond the scope of the dissertation to go into
specifics, but the point is made that the intrapreneur or intrapreneurial actor shapes and is
shaped by events. The literature review discusses the interplay between organisational risk
and individual risk as this is directly relevant to the topic.
Implicit in this schema is the process of rationalising, which is a form of private
sensemaking. The intrapreneur and the team members will be calculating constantly the
validity of the psychological contract (Rousseau 1995), and the intrinsic and extrinsic
rewards that are being gained, along with privileged access to asymmetrical information
about future prospects.
This process leads to negotiating with company, which is self-explanatory but includes
power, scope, resource and reward outputs.
Career defending and shaping is a process which includes the justification and shaping of
role. The literature shows that broadening the individual portfolio may be a means to
enhancement and survival. This activity is not unique to the intrapreneur.
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8.

Phase 4: Strategic Modelling

The first two steps from the methodology were enacted and identified existing
intrapreneurial processes and possible strategic framework solutions. In the third step, a
model was built using just the output from the first phase literature review.
The first assumption in this analysis is that the intrapreneurial processes are not
fundamentally flawed. It is believed that they do not have strategic depth but it is assumed
that they are reasonably effective, if executed with competence. Also noted is the known
unknown, that is the unread literature set that exists which fills in some of the strategic
gaps. The literature review was thorough to tried and minimise this effect. It is also
recognised that the process model set was synthetic, and not based on any real company.
Nonetheless, it is considered that the model is a reasonable, simplified representation of
reality.
Whilst many strategic frameworks were studied, none on its own had sufficient breadth
and depth to be used on its own. Many frameworks are highly specific. The task of creating
a new framework is not one of reinventing the wheel, as the solution has been found
through framework synthesis, so the author claims no originality in its atomic construction,
but does claim originality in its application to intrapreneurship.
It is proposed that relevant strategic thinking applied to the process models will bring a
disciplined strategic approach to intrapreneurship, based on market and resource based
principles. The model is a strategic thinking narrative, combined with synthesized selected
frameworks from the literature reviews.
The model follows a simple process;
a) Investigate the need for intrapreneurship - Why
b) Identify potential strategic problems - What
c) Determine the type and scope – Where, how much
d) Outline strategic planning and implementation – How and Who
The process should be executed as a planned strategy with little deviation, and it is
suggested that an external consultant is used for the first few phases. This is to ensure
process rigour and train the implementation team (including the intrapreneur) at the same
time.
The alternative approach is to simply appoint an intrapreneur and set that person free,
much like the emergent intrapreneur. This strategy could be effective, less costly and
culturally credible but would also be much higher risk and lack organisational steer.
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A: Investigate the need for intrapreneurship in the organisation
Some organisations won‟t need intrapreneurship. They may be highly successful with
outstanding portfolios and innovative, entrepreneurial people and strategies, or firms in
highly stable markets with little prospect of change. That is not to say that intrapreneurial
insight for those firms is not required, but the cost-benefits of a full programme may be
marginal.
Most companies, it is suggested, don‟t fall into these categories so the question is whether
intrapreneurship is the correct approach. Intrapreneurship can help resolve some strategic
problems, but it is not the only approach. For instance there are strategic options of
mergers/acquisitions, diversification, joint ventures and a whole raft of internal change
programmes that are designed to increase productivity or market performance.
There is also the issue of change fatigue (McElroy 1996). A firm which has recently
experienced a major change will be a poor candidate for further programmes, unless such
change is localised or decline is imminent.
Assuming that there is an awareness of strategic problems, no change fatigue, and other
approaches are not desired, there may be a strong case for strategic intrapreneurship. Two
“quick and dirty” feasibility study steps should be followed, which are detailed below.
Portfolio reality check for strategic content anomalies
The state of the company is the composite history of its operating and internal
environment. For any company with the exception of a start-up, this state can be
measured by its portfolio health, as artefacts of past decisions and actions. Although the
Boston Consulting Group product portfolio matrix (Henderson 1970) has been selectively
criticised (Morrison and Wensley 1991), it will be used here as a non-prescriptive
measuring tool.
Thus management should identify the different portfolio clusters, and their size and
importance. Using the Wensley (2003) metaphors, these should be classified as strategic
positions such as “meandering” or “meditative”. Soon-to-be divested portfolios should be
ignored.
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The following table 7 should be used to designate a strategic imperative to each portfolio
item. Appendix 1 provides an example calculation.

Strategic Mode

Intrapreneurship required

Portfolio type

Meandering

Intensive, market based

Dogs

Myopic

Moderate, market based

Stars

Meditative

Intensive market & resource based

??

Manoeuvring

Moderate resource based

Cows

Table 7: Mapping Strategic Modes to Intrapreneurship requirements

A bias towards the intensive signifies a strong need for intrapreneurship because the
portfolio is meandering and/or meditative which implies torpor. Counter-intuitively, a
strong bias towards a moderate intrapreneurship need may also signify that the portfolio is
performing well due to previous strategies but the strategic pipeline may be deficient.
Market reality check for external strategic context anomalies
The external market should be also audited by looking at turbulence, competitive
behaviour, market characteristics and dynamics, and recent sales. Patterns and themes
should be identified to make a call on the dynamics of the operating environment, and the
threats and opportunities it presents the organisation and its portfolio.
Summary
The organisation must decide whether an intrapreneurial change program can alleviate
these concerns. If the management team is not sure, then the second step should be
undertaken as part of that decision process.
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B: Identify Strategic Problems – an outline synthetic framework
Intrapreneurship is not a process that can be shoehorned into the organisation to solve
serious strategic problems alone. Just like quality programmes of the past, to be
successful, it requires careful planning, execution and ongoing commitment throughout the
organisation. However, strategic problems must be identified to provide strategic intent to
the intrapreneurship initiative.
This section requires content specific work, so there is no prescription here except for
guidelines in four key areas.

Mission,

High level
strategic
analysis

Aligned

Strategic
Posture
analysis

Aligned

values,

strategic

strategic

behaviour,

intent

postures

Strategic
organisation
analysis

Aligned
strategic
plan

Strategic
Process
analysis
(optional)

Aligned
strategic
processes

strategy

Action list for intrapreneurial programme: strategic change content

Schema 13: A synthetic framework for identifying strategic problems

High level strategic analysis
The mission statement should reflect a stretch from the current to the desired positions,
but the analyst must investigate if such a stretch is achievable.
Using the Ashridge Model (Campbell and Yeung 1991), the strategist must identify
significant linkage gaps between strategy, purpose, behaviour and values. It is suggested
that Purpose and Values form the company ethos and are the fixed reference points,
whereas strategy and behaviour are more apt for intrapreneurial change. The result of this
analysis will be [better] aligned strategic intent and a gap strategic gap analysis for the
programme.
Strategic Posture analysis
The strategist must identify the current set of strategic postures (Coyne and Subramaniam
1996) that support the mission, followed by a set of postures that would like address some
of the strategic gaps identified in the first step. These postures will shape the
intrapreneurial agenda.
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Strategic organisational analysis
Senior management and middle management should be aware of the current issues in the
organisation. If these are not as well known as desired (in itself, indicative of organisation
problems), then mini audits should be undertaken to gain a quick snapshot. These should
be completely independent of the intrapreneurial context and could be reused.
The first category is human resources. Here the organisation should use HR, the
management network and informal networks to establish what the key issues holding back
progress are, and the key sources of advantage.
Secondly, the organisation structure should be studied carefully in light of the HR audit, to
see if there are any mismatches based on the problems identified in the HR audit. At the
same time, a quick judgement should be made as to whether the structure fits well with
the external environment.
Finally, an attempt should be made to critique the mainstream organisation culture and
any important sub-cultures.
The strategist should create a viable systems model (Beer 1972) of the organisation and
identify the organisational function gaps. The intrapreneurial purpose of this is to enable
the intrapreneurial change programme to design in human resource remedies and the
necessary structural changes.
Strategic process analysis (optional)
The management team may feel that the current strategic processes are inadequate in
light of the three previous analyses. It may be worth using the McGee et al (2005). or
Kaplan and Norton (2004) models to test if the means are connected to ends with strategic
logic or not. This activity may reveal further actionable items for the intrapreneurship
programme.
The action list
The action list will have a direct bearing on the intrapreneurial change programme. It will
contain strategic content that creates desired positions, portfolio plans and organisational
blueprints. It should not be the goal to create perfection, but a credible amalgam of intent
to give credibility when triggering the intrapreneurial set up processes. Once the
intrapreneurship programme has been introduced, a new strategic paradigm will begin,
with more fluid communications and knowledge sharing mechanisms that will avoid the
need for top-heavy strategic planning.
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C: Determine type and scope
Having identified the need for intrapreneurship, and having created an agenda, it is
incumbent on the management to determine the point and extent of introduction.
Strategic Scope
The portfolio analysis will also have revealed a bias towards one type of intrapreneurship
or an across-the-board need. In practice, intrapreneurship will always have resource and
market based elements, but the strategic scope will be important in selecting the type of
people to form the intrapreneurial teams.
Point of introduction and scope
The next choice is whether to trigger intrapreneurship at the operational, middle or senior
level of the organisation. Each one has its strengths and weaknesses, and is context
specific.
Intrapreneurship could be introduced into the whole organisation at once (vertically) or on
a business unit basis (horizontally). The consultant and the executive team will need to
balance the need for change with the capacity for change.
Vertically
Senior
Middle

Horizontally
Experimental
intrapreneurship

The Beer
(2001)
approach
(modified)

Operational

Emergent
intrapreneurship
(no decision
required)

Table 8: Modes of intrapreneurship by introduction level and scope

The Beer (2001) “E-O” doctrine is the best over-arching framework to use but there is a
critical difference to note. The “E-O” approach can be simultaneous or linear, in either
direction. Change for planned Intrapreneurship has to be linear then simultaneous. This is
consistent with the “Managed Disruption” idea.
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The benefits and drawbacks of each approach are described in table 9.
Approach

Purpose

Benefits

Drawbacks

Management Imperative

Beer “E-O”
(modified)

Make sequential
top down then
bottom up
changes.

Acceptance, bad
systems clearout, empirical
evidence.

Complex to
manage, costly.

Commitment, resource
provision, leadership and
change.

Experimental

Proof of concept
or specific need
driven
intrapreneurship.
The intrapreneur
is planted.

Easier to
manage.
Isolated risks or
failures, quick
beta test.

Lack of
organisational
respect, “the
fallacy of
programmatic
change” (Beer
2001).

Learning and experimenting.

Emergent

Response to a
perceived
opportunity gap.

Authentic, low
cost, effective
beta test.

May be
misguided or
harmful.

Encouragement, learning
and shaping.

Table 9: Evaluation of Intrapreneurship “modes”

The key decision then is whether to experiment or not. Much will depend on the
environment. It is worth noting that it is the quality of implementation which will have
much bearing on the success, so decision mode errors can be amplified or diminished.
The other point of note is that the type and scope decision may rely on data from studies
into the HR and knowledge management system phases that come in the next step. This is
fine as the mode of entry is a statement of intent, to guide the next steps.
The already-triggered organisation
Regardless of whether this was market or resource led, the assumption is made that this
was an emergent behaviour from the bottom or lower/middle layers. The independent
trigger is a sign of a healthy organisation and the purpose of the strategy is to harness and
guide the efforts made rather than force a blueprint. It is a good idea to use nascent
intrapreneurship as a means to guide future activities as it can be viewed as a beta test.
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D: Outline strategic planning and implementation
Introduction
This section forms the principal strategic argument of the dissertation. The objective of the
implementation is to enhance the organisational environment and set of competencies to
facilitate intrapreneurship. The enhancements should be promoted as added value in their
own right. It is tempting to use this stage as a vehicle for widespread change, but this
must be resisted. The infrastructure should be created to nurture the intrapreneurial
processes that will then lead to wider organic change. The senior team must use this phase
to shape the intrapreneurial agenda but also cut sufficient slack. Here, the potential
paradoxes in Appendix 2 should be considered.

Intrapreneur-assisted strategic planning

Executive
Decision to start

1. HR &
structuring
strategic
planning

2. KMS
strategic
planning

3. Strategic
change
management

Planned
performance
4. Performance

Change
phase 2

Action list
Problem solving and learning loop
Schema 14: Strategic planning and change in intrapreneurship

The four step plan has 4 phases and an auxiliary phase. The plan is based on the principles
of people, knowledge, change and intrapreneurial processes. There is an explicit sequence
shown, but the first three elements may overlap and they may be simultaneous processes,
especially in the case of nurturing emergent intrapreneurship.
The intrapreneur strategic planning activity starts when HR has identified or recognised the
intrapreneur, and when that person begins team selection with HR.
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Human Resource & Structuring Strategic Planning
There are four process objectives for HR; initial team set-up, team-building, training and
initial structuring.
Before the strategic elements of HR are considered, there are two observations that shall
shape a guiding principle. Wunderer (2001:203) states;
“Classical personnel management is still under bureaucratic as well as under legal postulates –
distinctly shaped by personnel strategies. However, these are insufficient for successfully
promoting internal entrepreneurship. As an alternative it is recommended that employees be
divided into teams based on their co-intrapreneurial abilities and attitudes.....”

Then, Leifer and Rice (1999:16) note;
“In contrast to the literature that describes institutionalization of the incremental innovation
process, we found that successful breakthrough innovation depended on the actions of
individuals. Rather than relying on organizational systems to manage the process (as might be
expected with incremental innovation), individuals were the prime movers and sustainers.”

This suggests that HR must recognise that existing models will not suffice. HR therefore
has the role of facilitating so HR strategies need to fit systems around individual talent
rather than the other way round, and this is consistent with the Legge (2003) observations
about organisations and learning.
Over time, as the intrapreneurial culture spreads, and new hires with the prerequisite skills
and attitudes are bought in, the majority workforce becomes intrapreneurial.
In the initial set-up, Legge‟s identified paradoxes provide the HR strategist with the right
guidance to create a skills and attitude set that have the right loose-tight properties
(Peters and Waterman 1984). The difficult part is deciding the first principles to work on
and the right balance of anchors and change agents. Team building should be left to the
intrapreneur, but supported by providing the intrapreneur manager with the necessary
training.
In sponsoring the intrapreneur, HR should be sensitive to the teams human resource
needs, but more specifically, be aware of the “resource and commodity” paradigm and the
fluidity of the psychological contract (Rousseau 1995), noting the reward paradigms
identified by Subramanian (2005). Also, formal authority needs to be designed into the
intrapreneurial role with the objective of balancing positive tensions within the
organisation.
Formal HR skills may be used when “selecting and pairing” intrapreneurial types (David
1994).
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For experimental intrapreneurship, the initial structure should be based loosely on the
matrix concept (Kumpe and Bolwijn 1994) but for the full initiative, HR should work with
the intrapreneur to set up communities of practice (Wenger and Snyder 2000), prior to the
first intrapreneurship team building exercise, to create a learning experiment which is
beneficial to the organisation in its own right.
Over time, HR will have monitored the effects of structural variables on performance, and
will be able to make recommendations to the wider organisation about structural form.
Knowledge Strategy planning
Knowledge management was identified as one of the key supporting process, or a coordination function in systems parlance.
Leidner (2006) and Morisini (2000) make clear that culture is the biggest moderating
variable in the implementation of a knowledge management system (KMS). It should be
obvious that purpose built teams would be instilled with cooperative individuals in a
collectivist team, but the main issue is the process of firm-level knowledge management
since the intrapreneur will be trying to create synergies from existing knowledge assets.
Until intrapreneurial culture has pervaded the whole organisation, mechanisms will be
required to encourage knowledge sharing, and it is believed that communication and
culture changes will not be enough, especially in organisations lacking a strong or
charismatic leader. Leidner‟s suggestions of system socialisation and cultural imperatives
are useful but may be time consuming, and as she points out, need to vary for each subunit.
Zahra et al. (1999) places the intrapreneur at the heart of the knowledge management
process, and see the role as being an integrator (a new, important competence) and
distributor of knowledge, using social skills, articulation and sensemaking. The outputs,
Zahra argues are incremental and radical (intrapreneurial) learning outcomes which shape
“competitive thrusts”.
Leidner suggests a reward system as a third option, again, with differences for each subunit. It is suggested that this could be a suitable framework to increase knowledge flows,
by linking participation to prestige and/or extrinsic rewards. The implementation problem
is the wider organisation, not the intrapreneurial team (who in any case would be net
consumers of knowledge to begin with). This should be paired with Gnostic rituals
(Morosini 2000) which strengthens extrinsic reward arguments.
Thus the knowledge strategy must both set up the KMS and infuse its use into the
structure and the culture of the organisation through extrinsic and intrinsic rewards.
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Strategic change management
One of the key perceived benefits of intrapreneurship is that it creates change from within
the organisation, avoiding the inelegance and conflict of planned change. The reality is that
non-trivial intrapreneurship, whether planned or emergent needs to be managed to avoid
power and agency conflicts, and to minimise flawed thinking. A strategic framework set
can help achieve this.
The change literature reviewed is just a small subset of a vast collection of theories,
models and studies. It is clear that there is no one best solution, but the process of the
strategist considering the options will reduce organisational risk.
There are two clear change phases.
The second phase is post-implementation active intrapreneurship, where the
intrapreneurial team is producing and receives ongoing organisational support. This change
is driven by the intrapreneurial activities, which are content and context specific, so cannot
be described. The important thing is that strategic discipline is applied to change, and the
intrapreneur should be directed to some of the change strategies laid out in the previous
sections. The first change phase is set-up and is triggered by the decision to become
intrapreneurial ,or recognise and accept nascent intrapreneurship. It is this phase which is
discussed in detail.
The framework in schema 14 highlights the opposing pressures that management may
face in making this change decision. It is not a prescriptive tool but is meant to lead
discussion. On the left hand side is the pressure to force intrapreneurship as quickly as
possible. On the right hand side are the realities that need to be considered. The
ideologically neutral force is strategic logic. It is suggested that an independent change
consultant be used at this phase.

Strategic Thinking

Imperative of
collaboration

Smarter

Competitive
Pressures

Dunphy and Stace (1988)

Agency effects

Set-up lag

Antoncic (2003)

Performance issues

Hambrick and D‟Aveni
(1988)

Faster

Change
Decision
Process

Cultural
resistance
Slower

Learning paradox
(Nielsen 2000)

Strategic Windows

Structural
realities

Abell (1978) Gilbert (1994)

Strategic
misalignment

Pragmatic Change Plan

Resources

Schema 15: Forces shaping the intrapreneurial change mode decision
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It must be recognised that there should be a balance between the needs of the
organisation, the intrapreneur and team, and the external environment. The change team
must enact the programme through participation and mutual goal alignment. If the
tensions and paradoxes (Appendix 2) are recognised, then conflict will be minimised.
It is therefore recommended that in the first instance, a programme of internal marketing
is used (Piercy and Morgan 1991). In some ways, this reflects some of the views of Quinn
(1980) and the incremental approach, but it is better to avoid the incrementalism
prescription. Mindful of Sturdy and Grey‟s (2003) criticism of OCM, it may be worth
integrating a new dimension into the change programme to overcome a perceived
“managerialist” agenda.
For non-experimental intrapreneurship, it is suggested that the first phase is enacted
under “charismatic or directive transformation” (Dunphy and Stace 1988), for both the
intrapreneurial team and wider organisation. The reasons for this are several.
It is argued that starting an intrapreneurship programme is an intention to transform the
way a company does things in light of strategic portfolio imbalances. Transformation also
implies gravitas, and requires the middle managers to add meaning to its significance
(from Hornsby et al. 2002). The participative element is essential. Knowledge and
communication is the currency of intrapreneurship, and any transformation seen as
dictated will devalue that currency and reduce the initiatives value.
It is essential that the sense makers and change agents sell the change internally, and
enact that change with as much participation as possible. It would be tempting to defer
some of the structural changes required to the intrapreneur for imagined credibility, but
this would be unfair.
The change agent must make calculations based on the dimensions of urgency, expected
resistance and the knowledge value equation to decide on the best approach. A further
complication to this is the argument that more substantive changes require longer learning
(Nielsen 2000), which tends to lessen the case for dictatorial transformation. Nielsen
(2000) also believes that incremental change may be more acceptable as it lacks the feel
of major change.
Between Charismatic and Dictatorial transformation is “directive transformation” (Dunphy
and Stace 1988) and this would resolve some of the debate about the extent to which all
participants have a voice.
In summary, the change programme must be highly context driven, but mindful of its
purpose to drive a significant transformation through a significant initial set-up, followed
by Hormesis.
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Performance
Once the intrapreneur and her team is “set up”, the strategist must hand over and wait for
what emerges. That is not to say that the strategist has lost his role but that a deliberate
act of “Managed Disruption” has been initiated that requires time to permeate the
organisation. Furthermore, the strategist will always have a role at the top of the
organisation, as the logical pairing to the innovative intrapreneurial strategist.
The “Performance” process set given in this dissertation outlines they key processes that
need to be designed in, but this dissertation‟s logical conclusion is where implementation
starts. Therefore, the reader is given an outline starting map of how it could be done, but
not an explicit guide to operational intrapreneurship. Nonetheless, it is worth highlighting
some implementation resources.
Pinchot and Pellman (1999) is a thorough practitioner‟s guide and well worth using as a
resource bank. As long as the plans are mindful of the strategic underpinnings, then the
intrapreneurial team should be left alone (but with help, if solicited) to begin their
endeavours. If the strategic implementation plan has been followed correctly, then there
will be healthy flows of knowledge and feedback from the new units to enable decision
makers outside the intrapreneurial teams to make the necessary adjustments. The
Wunderer (2001:206) HR plan is a thorough process for instilling intrapreneurial principles
into employees. The Leifer and Rice (2000) innovation framework straddles the planning
and execution phases of innovation and has good practical ideas.
It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to discuss how much power should be given
formally to the intrapreneur, but the bases (Wilson 2003) should be noted and the fact
that a modicum of power deficit may create added resourcefulness on the part of the
intrapreneur, much as the entrepreneur seems to benefit from “boot-strapping”.
The Piercy and Morgan (1991) framework will provide the intrapreneur with a means to
leverage political skills and create impetus for the changes needed, and will add discipline
to the process of sensemaking.
Beer‟s undiscussable barriers also make a strong case for input into the “Organising” and
“supporting” process agenda. These should be enacted with the EO framework, mindful of
Dunphy and Stace‟s (1988) contingencies.
The final word on performance comes from Pinchot and Pellman (1999), “Come to work
willing to be fired”. This captures the performance problem succinctly – the intrapreneur
must risk herself as the ultimate sacrifice to change for the purpose of performing.
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9.

Conclusions

It has been shown that detailed process analysis and strategic thought has enriched the
intrapreneurship concept by providing an added layer of structure and reasoning to the
intrapreneurship design process. It has also strongly suggested that emergent strategy
needs the discipline of planned strategy to create the best synergies.
That emergent and planned strategy benefits intrapreneurship is, in itself not a revelation,
but showing the explicit processes and strategic underpinnings is an important
contribution.
The apocryphal tale of the wrong map being used to guide soldiers to their destination may
help. The deliverable (the strategic process) is an article based on good faith and due
diligence (the map). Until now, it is argued that the map did not exist, only a detailed
instruction set. If the map is wrong, it is argued that it may at least point decision makers
in a direction that may be useful, and importantly set of thinking processes prior to
implementation.
The extent that one can “Manage Disruption” is debatable and it has been shown that
there are many paradoxes and contradictions that are difficult to control. The lack of
context in the framework does not provide an organisation with any clues to rectify
problems specific to its environment, or problems in the implementation process.
The lack of empirical support is a clear weakness in the work, and follow-up work should
be done in specific segments to test the model. This may be difficult because the model
will be changed according to each individual context and explicit measurement may not be
possible. Nonetheless, a carefully designed study which allows for contextual differences
would make an interesting research project. An empirical study must quickly determine if
intrapreneurship is really strategic or just a management diktat passed down the
organisation. Otherwise, the findings would not be valid.
The author has learned that finding synergies in differing literature blocks is not a
straightforward process, and does not follow sequential logic. This is because both sets
have several layers of meaning that can only be uncovered after multiple readings. There
are undoubted logical fallacies in the analysis section, but the aggregate result is still
believed to be valid.
It is hoped that the results of this work are used in the field and “Managed Disruption”
becomes a well known phrase in the future.
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11. Appendix 1: Strategic Portfolio Measurement
The idea is to measure the strategic balance of the portfolio, based on theories from
Wensley (2003) and Henderson (1970).
Strategic Mode

Intrapreneurship required

Portfolio type

Meandering

Intensive, market based

Dogs

Myopic

Moderate, market based

Stars

Meditative

Intensive market & resource based

??

Manoeuvring

Moderate resource based

Cows

Each portfolio item is classified according to strategic mode, size and importance
(weighting). Then according to type, a market based and resource based score is allocated.
The total is divided by the portfolio importance to give averages. In the following table, it
can be seen that the organisation has a strong need for resource based intrapreneurship,
and moderate need for market based intrapreneurship.
Portfolio
name

Size
(1-5)

Weighting
(1-5)

Importance
(S*W)

Strategic
Mode

Alpha

1

2

2

Meandering

10

Beta

3

3

9

Myopic

27

Gamma

2

4

8

Manoeuvring

24

Theta

5

5

25

Manoeuvring

75

Zeta

5

5

25

Meditative

TOTAL
Averages
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55

Market
based

(5=intensive,
3=moderate)

Resource
based

(5=intensive,
3=moderate)

125

125

162

224

2.95

4.07
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12. Appendix 2: The paradoxes/tensions
The literature has produced several themes that are worth exploring because the tensions
between the intrapreneur concept and the corporation reveal wider systemic struggles and
possible wider strategic misalignments. Intrapreneurship is not unique as a discipline with
such tensions. Peters and Waterman (1984) perhaps capture the essence of the
contradictions in describing an excellent organisation as having “simultaneous loose-tight
properties [which are] rigidly controlled yet at the same time allow (indeed, insist on)
autonomy, entrepreneurship, and innovation from the rank and file”.
For each type, one key academic is identified, though in fact many themes are identified by
a wide set, which should be clear from a thorough review of the literature section.

Strategic fit and stretch (Bouchard 2001)
The endeavours of intrapreneurship may or may not fit the existing intended strategy.
There may be problems if the company is forced into positions in which it is not
comfortable and that may be highly risky. Conversely, problems may result from a
company remaining in the comfort zone and not having the appropriate culture or
structures to explore beyond. The degree of “correctness” of the current strategy can only
be discovered by a combination of the intrapreneur‟s and the companies thinking and thus
the tension is valid but may be difficult to manage. It is suggested that external
consultants and the chairman should be used as independent arbiters for resolving
strategic problem options.

Politics and power (Prasad 1993)
The intrapreneur will require power and politics to shape personal agendas and desired
company positions but the company will need to keep activities in check. This tension may
be difficult to measure or control.

Duplication of resources (Nielsen et al. 2005)
Through needs of urgency, convenience or resource ignorance, the intrapreneur may
duplicate resources or competencies in the venture, especially if an incubator unit is used.
There must be some cost model involved that raises the opportunity cost fairly for the
intrapreneur in doing so.

Stability v change (Dunphy and Stace 1988)
The implementation section put forward the argument that change should be
transformative and collaborative, reflecting the balance of scale and resistance. This may
be idealistic and for organisations entrenched in strategic drift, such a change mode may
be difficult.
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Culture driven change v Strategy driven change (Carrier 1997)
This is about whether the introduction of intrapreneurship should be started by cultural
engineering, in the hope of identifying emergent intrapreneurship, or by a strategic
initiative. There are arguments about authenticity which need to be further investigated.

Attributes v roles (Davis 1999)
This argument is about whether intrapreneurs can be created or are self-selecting
individuals. The literature shows that most people can become more intrapreneurial, but
there are certain traits that separate true intrapreneurs, and that some traits predispose
people to more management process than innovative intrapreneurial types.

Value v cost saving (Coulson-Thomas 1999)
It is argued that intrapreneurship should be value based, rather than savings based. It
may be difficult for an intrapreneurial team to concentrate on both (following Porterian
generic strategy logic). The solution may be separation or pairing of process and
product/service intrapreneurship (David 1994).

Flexibility v containment (Shays and de Chambeau 1984)
The literature has indicated that having a rule set is beneficial to intrapreneurship but too
many constraints will reduce the value of the intrapreneurial output.

Fixed v floating resource (Subramanian 2005)
If an intrapreneur or intrapreneurial team is too interlocked into the fabric of the
organisation then its ability to think and act with a degree of independence will be
compromised but will less likely be subjugated by 3rd parties.

Middle management – glue, catalysts or inhibitors (Hornsby et al.
2002)
The difficult but empowered position of middle management has been studied extensively
in general management and under the lens of intrapreneurship. That they provide a
bridging, filtering and enabling role is under little doubt. What is not clear is how to treat
them as a group without context. They have unique positions to be effective intrapreneurs
and intransient corporate managers simultaneously. The literature points to power,
change, culture and structure as moderating entities.

Organisation as closed or open system (Brocklesby and Cummings
2003)
The open systems model is useful in describing the organisation as discrete but
interconnected entities. The problem may be that organisations may fluctuate between
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closed and open states and intrapreneurship may be the dependent or independent
variable.

Risk paradoxes (Antoncic 2003)
The organisation has more influence in the level of risk that the intrapreneur decides to act
with, than the intrapreneur. However, the organisation is using the intrapreneur as an
independent risk agent.

Resistance paradox (Sturdy and Grey 2003)
Organisational resistance to change is based on rational or irrational assumptions, or both.
Resistance to change can be based on rational arguments, in that the intrapreneur has not
made the case for the benefits of change well enough, either through articulation or logic.
It may be that the risk profile of the changes made do not fit the organisation, or that the
amplitude, speed or resource needs of the change are considered inappropriate. In any of
these cases, the intrapreneur has failed to use internal networks of people and knowledge
to reach the conclusion prior to presenting formally the arguments.
Resistance may also be irrational, whereby institutional cultural constraints, flawed
decision making processes distort the rationality of the change argument. If the
intrapreneur has made rational arguments that fit within the organisational structure and
strategy but are not accepted, he may conclude that the proposals need to be modified,
diluted or scrapped. The other conclusion is that the organisation may not be ready for
intrapreneurship.

Summary
These tensions and paradoxes are real and represent a subset of the problems and
opportunities the organisation as a whole faces. The intrapreneur must not try and resolve
them, but be aware of them and that duality can be advantageous and therefore strive to
be creative. If the intrapreneur is the figurehead of managed disruption then he must have
a sophisticated tool kit to help shape the organization.
The role of the intrapreneur has many dualities. It must consider the past and the future.
It must consider the external and the internal, both markets and resources, rationality and
irrationality. This may be part of the standard set of strategic challenges, but the
intrapreneur is in the unique position of learning and doing simultaneously, being both a
strategist and operator.
The strategic framework presented attempts to provide guidance on thinking and doing
without reference to content and context.
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13. Appendix 3: Observation List
The following table shows all the highlighted observations from the two literature reviews.
The Intrapreneur set and the Strategy set is separated.
I1

Intrapreneurship is any form of internal corporate entrepreneurship.

I2

Intrapreneurship has important benefits that can only be realised with competent, strategic
management.

I3

Intrapreneurship and intrapreneurship set-up are separate processes.

I4

The removal of blocks and strengthening of facilitators requires managerial commitment,
cultural change and enabling systems and processes.

I5

The academic‟s process discussion provides an overlapping process set whose potential
contradictions can be smoothed over in building a process model.

I6

The intrapreneur is a key protagonist and change agent in the organisation.

I7

Middle management performs critical intrapreneurial supporting roles.

I8

The intrapreneurship literature has some strategic content but not enough to describe
intrapreneurial strategy.

I9

There is little substance in the structural debates on intrapreneurship.

I10

The cultural levers are quite clear and compelling. The difficulty will be in the change process.

S1

Looking at the taxonomy of strategic models will help identify those which are intrapreneurially
relevant.

S2

Intrapreneurship needs emergent and planned strategy framework flexibility.

S3

Learning and thinking processes are required in the strategy framework.

S4

Cultural and power processes are required in the strategy framework.

S5

The strategic framework must allow for discretionary outcomes.

S6

The strategy framework must identify high-level strategic mismatches

S7

Intrapreneurship is strongly related to strategic posturing

S8

Organisation without intrapreneurship may be considered semi-closed systems

S9

Intrapreneurial organisations are open systems.

S10

Intrapreneurship requires the systemic logic of both models presented in order to plan
intrapreneurship as a strategic implementation.

S11

Knowledge Management Systems must be designed for intrapreneurial ventures around
strategies of increasing the value of sharing knowledge.

S12

The strategist need not be overly concerned by technical constraints in the implementation of a
knowledge management system, but with the cultural aspects.
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S13

There are softer, cultural tools which complement the Leidner set in creating a knowledge
sharing environment.

S14

Intrapreneurship is a form of Hormesis.

S15

Intrapreneurs and the intrapreneurship set-up team may need to use a “post structuralist”
methods to win allies in the process of change.

S16

It cannot be assumed that incremental change approaches will suffice in an un-innovative
organisation.

S17

Intrapreneurship set-up and Intrapreneurial change can be designed using the Dunphy and
Stace typology.

S18

The Beer doctrine identified the essence of intrapreneurial change by identifying the role of the
top and bottom layers and by identifying senior management taboos which require systemic
change to address.

S19

The Balogun findings make a compelling case for middle management as strategic change agent
and as an intrapreneurial actor.

S20

In steering the argument away from the content of change to the context, both Weick and
Marshak provide the strategist with change tools that can help “sell” and enact the changes
required for intrapreneurial behaviour.

S21

Intrapreneurs can be bestowed power by the organisation and by virtue of their own
psychologies. Too little power or too much power will prevent the type of change in which
intrapreneurship can thrive.

S22

The Legge paradoxes must be accommodated in the strategic models.

S23

Intrapreneurship HR strategy must be based on best principles, not best practice.

S24

An intrapreneurial team must be based on community of practice ideals, and make it an
objective to instil these ideals to the rest of the organisation.

S25

An existing CoP could be an ideal candidate for an intrapreneurial team

S26

Intrapreneurship is a form of exploration that includes the important dimensions of personality,
rationalism and trade-offs.

S27

Aside from the contentious incrementalism suggestion, the concept of internal marketing has
strong merit for intrapreneurship.
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